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Foreword
Dear business friends, customers,
and partners:
The year 2016 was marked by a number of volatile
boundary conditions: lower costs for commodities,
cross-sector competitive constraints, numerous
political and economic risks characterised our
business environment right from the start.
How did we respond to these challenges? “Top
quality is Siempelkamp’s standard”: our credo is a
constant which our international customers can
always rely on. We are unrivalled in our expertise
in making full use of the synergies between the
machine factory, the foundry unit as well as the
plant engineering and service units. This creates an
end-to-end performance chain and an extra
ordinary in-house production depth, especially
because of the unique situation that all these units
are located at our Krefeld base. This has, in fact,
resulted in significant savings and logistical advantages for our customers. Our tight-knit network of
international subsidiaries and production locations

Executive Board
of G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG
Elisabeth Bienbeck-Ketelhohn and
Dr.-Ing. Hans W. Fechner
(Spokesman of the Executive Board)

contribute their own highly specialized performance
facets to our profile.
Basing on these strengths the Siempelkamp Group
enjoyed a pleasing development in 2016. Compared
to the previous year our turnover increased by
28.4% to € 732.8 million and our orders received
exceeded the previous year’s figures, now ranging
at € 624.3 million.
In 2016 we managed to increase the orders received
by 8% to € 500.8 million compared to 2015. Our
turnover rose to € 593.7 million figuring a 67.4%
increase compared to the previous year.
Despite overcapacities in the market and another
decline of the foundry market the value of the
orders received was € 74.8 million for the Siempel
kamp Giesserei, which even turned out to be a
moderate increase.

Siempelkamp

The results of operations of the Engineering and
Service business unit improved significantly. In
the year under review the orders received
amounted to € 68.2 million thus exceeding the
budget figures.
What lies ahead in 2017? Everybody is faced with
the enormous challenges posed by the digital
change; our industries turn digital. Networking all
over the place, faster and faster. At Siempelkamp’s
the future is tangible. Owing to many innovations
the intelligent production is a reality. Fast progress
in the measurement and sensor technology result
in outstanding developments. Up-to-date data
processing technology supports us to act on data
even more flexibly by remote control. Access and
service can be adjusted to just any individual
demand. This is priceless, considering the most
diverse infrastructures which the wood-processing
industry has to accommodate.

Foreword

We will act in concert with you to exploit all the
opportunities resulting from these innovations.
Close collaboration among our expert teams is the
fertile ground for developing design innovations
and setting new benchmarks!

Dr.-Ing. Hans W. Fechner
Spokesman of the Executive Board
of G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG

Advisory Board of G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG (from left to right):
Nicolaus Freiherr von Oppenheim, Dr. rer. nat. h. c. Dieter Siempelkamp (Chairman), Prof. Dr.-Ing. Werner Hlubek,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Axel S. Herrmann

Elisabeth Bienbeck-Ketelhohn
Executive Board
of G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG
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Company Development in
2016
Machinery and plant engineering, foundry, engineering and services for the nuclear industry:
expertise and reputation of the Siempelkamp Group base on these three business units. This
combination has enhanced our profile as a professional manufacturer of large industrial plants.
2016 was another year during which we consolidated and extended our position in a number
of industrial branches – most notably because we recognise and make full use of the synergy
effects within our Group.

Siempelkamp Maschinen- und
Anlagenbau GmbH designs
and manufactures presses and
integrated plants for the wood,
metal, rubber and composite
industries. This business unit has
established itself as the market
leader in the field of continuous
presses for the production of
engineered wood. Our expertise
covers everything from the
woodyard to the laminated
board, from the plan to the
efficient service, which has been
established throughout the
world. Not only do our plants
run in continuous operation:
our R&D Centre also continues
to explore new applications for
our expertise gained in the
engineered wood industry.

Siempelkamp Giesserei has
established itself as the world
largest hand-moulding foundry,
specialising in extremely large
castings made of spheroidal
graphite. The quality of castings
made in Krefeld builds confidence with our customers in
many different industrial branches
e.g. power conversion, press
construction, raw material
preparation and machinery and
plant construction. We are the
only company in Europe working
on the principle “First casting,
then machining at one site only”:
our foundry and our machine
factory create unbeatable
benefits for our customers.

Siempelkamp Engineering und
Service provides products and
services for nuclear power
plants, especially for power
plant decommissioning and
dismantling. In addition, this
business unit has established
itself as the supplier of highquality safety equipment
and components for reactors.
Highest safety levels and
efficiency are excellently tuned
and focused on. The expertise
in this field takes effect in
important national and large
international projects.

All business units cooperate highly efficiently whenever synergies and
smooth interfaces are required. This is how we support plant owners
operating in different markets in producing innovative products
economically, resource-efficiently and precisely to dimensions.

Siempelkamp

Company development
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Siempelkamp in Krefeld, Germany

Development of the Siempelkamp Group of Companies
The Siempelkamp Group of Companies operates internationally and thus in complex and dynamic
markets. Growth of the world economy was less than average in 2015 and remained slow in
2016 even though it finally gathered pace towards the end of the year.

According to the Institute for the World Economy in Kiel global
growth amounted to 3.1% ranging slightly below the previous
year’s value. The upturn in the advanced economies accelerated in
summer, the economy, however, still only exhibited a moderate
dynamic. Despite the still restrictive monetary policy, the 2016
growth rate recorded in industrial countries was about 1.7%, while
it amounted to an average value of 3–4% in threshold countries,
thus ranging below the previous year’s value. In the euro zone
growth amounted to 1.7% equivalent to the previous year’s value.
In Germany, the German Council of Economic Experts expected the
GDP to rise by 1.9% in 2016.

In the USA growth accelerated in the course of the reporting year
amounting to a total of 1.6%. In China the economic growth
experienced a decline of 6.6% in 2016 compared to the previous
year. Nonetheless it remained within the government’s targeted
total. In the first two quarters of 2016, Brazil (one of Siempelkamp’s
core markets) was still in a recession, but enjoyed an improvement
in the course of the year. Russia’s economy stabilised; the 2016
growth rate ranged at –0.6%.
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Siempelkamp Group consolidated in million euros
Total order value

Machinery and
Plants

Order backlog

Sales volume**

Total performance

Employees***

2016

2015

Change
in %

2016

2015

Change
in %

2016

2015

Change
in %

2016

2015

Change
in %

2016

2015

Change
in %

500.8

464.0

7.9

576.1

669.0

–13.9

593.7

354.6

67.4

450.9

474.6

–5.0

1,844

1,952

–5.5

Engineering
and Service

68.2

76.2

–10.4

73.4

85.4 * –14.1

77.4

143.5

–46.0

76.6

103.2

–25.7

433

513

–15.6

Foundry Technology

74.8

73.1

2.4

55.7

74.9

–25.7

79.2

89.6

–11.6

79.5

89.3

–11.0

355

462

–23.2

–

–

–

–

–

–

6.0

5.4

11.8

6.0

5.4

11.8

5

5

0.0

Consolidation

–19.5

–11.2

74.7

–12.5

–10.1

24.0

–23.5

–22.2

5.7

–24.9

–21.9

13.7

–

–

–

Group total

624.3

602.1

3.7

692.6

819.2

–15.5

732.8

570.9

28.4

588.2

650.6

–9.6

2,637

2,932

–10.1

70

82

2,707

3,014

Holding

Trainees
* 		corrected order backlog 2015 in the business unit Engineering and Service due to order cancellations
** turnover 2016 incl. turnover BilRUG (German Accounting Directive Implementation Act)
*** by 31-12-2016

Orders received

Turnover trend

Workforce

Against the backdrop of the
weak economic development in
some of our markets that used
to be strong e.g. Russia, Turkey
and Brazil, the number of orders
received in 2016 was quite
satisfactory. The Siempelkamp
Group of Companies recorded
orders received at a total of
€ 624.3 million which was an
increase compared to the previous
year (2015: € 602.1 million).
Especially the machinery and
plant unit managed to receive
important orders.

Turnover of the Siempelkamp Group
of Companies was € 732.8 million
in 2016 which means that the
turnover achieved in the previous
year (2015: € 570.9 million)
was significantly exceeded. The
total turnover reduced in the
reporting year by € 62.4 million
to € 588.2 million.

One thing is true for machinery
and plant production, foundry
and engineering and service
alike: top performance always
requires committed teams. In
2016, too, our workforce
excelled in their dedication to
the challenges thus contributing
an important part to the excellent
positioning of Siempelkamp
products in the international
markets.

Order backlog
The order backlog of the Siempelkamp Group of Companies
was € 692.6 million by 31-122016 below the previous year’s
value (€ 819.2 million). Against
the backdrop of the low order
backlogs this must be put into
perspective (qualified) that the
work in progress (level of completion) is significantly lower. The
order backlog is thus sufficiently
high to ensure full capacity utilization especially in our foreign
manufacturing locations for 2017.

By 31-12-2016 our workforce
amounted to 2,637 within
the Siempelkamp Group of
Companies, 538 of which
working in our international
locations. Besides, a total of 70
trainees took their apprenticeships with Siempelkamp in
a technical, commercial or
cooperative field. By the end
of 2016, the total workforce
thus amounted to 2707.

Siempelkamp

Company development

Siempelkamp’s junior staff

Research & Development
Research and development in the machinery and plant manufacturing unit has been in demand more than ever, facing the challenging
task to maintain the best possible product quality while achieving the best possible energy efficiency. In 2016, the business unit
Maschinen- und Anlagenbau picked up the gauntlet to establish resource efficiency as a competitive advantage. Our company
stands for highest process quality using as few resources as possible in a most economic production process to achieve the best
possible value added. Clearly targeting at expanding our technological leadership we invested in R&D in 2016, focusing here on
strategic projects. In addition to excellent product developments and innovations, this is exhibited and supported by patent applications, the number of which was thrice as high as it used to be.

The technological leadership of the Siempelkamp
Group of Companies bases on the milestones
which Siempelkamp’s R&D has been setting for
decades. In collaboration with our customers,
partners and research institutes we have created
e.g. innovative plant concepts, facilitating the
processing of new materials.
We also supply solutions dealing with “resource
efficiency” e.g. the new ContiRoll Ecodrive to be
the press drive or the innovative variant of our
Ecoresinator for a permanent glue bond using
isocyanates.
We also developed a new roller rod chain for the
ContiRoll® which sets new standards with respect
to its service life and low-wear characteristics.

Camsan Entregre, Turkey:
First new board produced on the MDF/HDF production plant in April 2016
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Milling work

Interdisciplinary teams and the use of modern
simulation tools are the factors of success of our
latest sifter development. Using numeric calculation
of the flow conditions and their well-aimed
optimisation, the flow-induced losses and the
electric power required for driving the fans can
be drastically reduced. Our latest design of the
fibre sifter was ordered by Swiss Krono within
the largest single order ever been awarded to
Siempelkamp: an MDF plant for Barnwell/South
Carolina/USA.
Starting up a modern MDF factory in Poland we
confirm our ability to supply reliable high-end

technology for ultra-thin board production. The
plant is characterised by a minimum of formaldehyde emission, high production speeds ranging
between 1400 mm/s and 1900 mm/s, direct
lacquering without additional sanding of the
surface and a highly efficient blending system.
In the metal plant unit we set new standards in
starting up two closed-die forging presses with
pressing forces ranging at 500MN and 125MN for
our customer Nanshan in China. The precision of
these presses is unparalleled. The large castings
came from Siempelkamp Giesserei. The press
concept was created, using the latest simulation
tools. The time required for start-up was reduced
significantly by consequently using the methods
of virtual start-ups.
In September 2016, the research camp Open
Hybrid LabFactory (OHLF) started its work in
Wolfsburg. OHLF is a brainpool, bundling the
expertise of some 250 researchers from science
and industry, aiming at providing a basis for the

Eccentricity tests,
closed-die forging press Nanshan

Siempelkamp

Company development

production of especially light and thus resourceefficient vehicle bodies and drive systems in quantity.
Within the OHLF, Siempelkamp is represented
as a full member and press supplier. Core of this
research project is a newly developed 2,500t
hybrid press with unique functions and technologies. The press is able to produce fibre composites
both in an RTM and an SMC process and to transform organo sheets. Moreover it is suitable for the
deep-drawing and the hot forming of all kinds of
materials.

“Experience Composites“ 2016

Siempelkamp Giesserei considers the continuous
development of materials to be a permanent
drive. It clearly focuses on the technical support
in line with market requirements to implement
our customers’ viable and innovative ideas. In
addition to the on-going optimisation of the
material characteristics, this business unit drove
forth selected projects in the fields of cast application
and optimisation in 2016. On the one hand,
they were carried out for customers and their
specific targets.

Top:
Mould production for Adwen machine
casing in Siempelkamp Giesserei
Botton:
Gigantic dimensions –
loading of the grinding table
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On the other hand, we positioned ourselves within
government-funded projects in collaboration with
external partners e.g. reknowned research institutes.
Development and optimisation as well as tailoring
solutions to our customers’ requirements are
focused on. The latest methods for the computation of the castings and the simulation of
manufacturing processes determine the kind and
quantity of the materials required. Our insight into
product requirements and manufacturing processes
guarantees an optimal design of the cast products.
In 2016, we also optimised ductile materials
having homogeneously produced hardness values
of up to 340 HB for the production of thick-walled
components. Improved service life and wear
resistance – a commercially provable added value
for our customers.

contact fatigue of highly stressed rotating components and new material applications for specific
components for the wind energy industry. Under
the motto “Always one step ahead” we are
looking for new potentials to be developed for
the future.
Following continuous development, our
3D-measurement methods were established as
a quality proof into our serial production. These
methods serve to improve the evaluation of
complex geometries to achieve even tighter raw
cast tolerances and to reduce machining allowances.
It is a geometric proof of the quality of our parts
in a three-dimensional space. We also dealt
with the analytic product improvement: from the
project drawings to the construction of models,

We not only continued our current research projects
e.g. “Unverdrossen” and “High Concast” but also
started new projects on improving the rolling

the mould checks up to the assessment of the raw
cast we connect detailed findings on the correlation
of individual processes by these methods. The total
of these measures increases the manufacturing
safety thus excluding production errors.
In the reporting year, we provided ample consulting to many customers in the field of material
substitution. More than a decade ago we started
setting benchmarks in the use of solid solution
strengthened cast iron using nodular graphite to
be found under the brand name of Siclas®. Our
experience gained from more than 1000 castings
produced have proven an added value for our
customers. Many a demand by our customers is
satisfied by upgrades specially developed in this
field. Our metallurgy unit offers significant
improvements here for our customers, setting a
benchmark in international markets especially in
the field of thick-walled castings.

Investments
In the reporting year the business unit Maschinen- und Anlagenbau invested an amount of about € 19.4 million. The major
share was invested by Siempelkamp Maschinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH. Top priority was given to the logistics centre in
Bad Kreuznach as well as investments for replacements at the Krefeld site as well as the increase of shares of the Pallmann
Maschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG. The share of the company was raised to 74.8% in the reporting year.

Ground-breaking ceremony for the
new hall of SLS’ logistics centre in
Bad Kreuznach, Germany

Siempelkamp

Büttner drum dryer for Swiss Krono Menznau: plant completion in 2016

The business unit Giesserei invested into new
large moulds for the production, hardware and
software for a new BDE-system (operating data
collection) as well as modernisation of the crane
in the fettling shop including a new open- and
closed-loop control system in 2016.
With the aim of generating a clean-cut competitive
advantage while at the same time using environmentally friendly methods, we invested in complex
software to fully exploit the savings potentials of
the induction furnace operation.
The business unit Engineering und Service invested
in raising the efficiency, the safety and sustainable
production processes.

Air intake controls by Ventapp, fan
specialist within the Siempelkamp
Group of Companies

Company development

Siempelkamp Behältertechnik:
MOSAIK®-containers and cast
containers ready for transport
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Internationality 2016

Customized for each market,
globally networked
The motto “Think globally, act locally” is a concept that Siempelkamp lives by. We combine
extensive coverage with a high degree of specialization to meet the most specific market
requirements. All wood is not the same. Additionally, capacities, climate, resources, applications,
and local end-consumer markets translate into ever changing requirements for our plants.

Siempelkamp customers on each continent know: we offer products
that meet the needs of their markets and consider all countryspecific requirements that are fundamental for efficient plant
operation. Furthermore, they receive a technological advantage at a
reasonable price.
We are represented internationally through our eleven offices in
countries from the USA to Australia as well as by our five inter
national production or planning sites.

Qingdao 2016: first direct order
Qingdao, Siempelkamp‘s second Chinese production location in the
south of the Shandong Province, operates according to the motto
“Top quality according to the Siempelkamp standard”. It provides
the best setting to serve the Asian market quickly and reliably with
press components. In 2016 this location, founded in 2015, recorded
its first direct order: The Chinese company Lian Jiang Huasen Wood
Industry Co., Ltd ordered, for its production location in Yiyang City, a
press line for particleboard production. This direct order marks an
important step towards ensuring Siempelkamp’s technology and
market leadership in the Chinese market. Until the first quarter of
2018 the personnel at Qingdao will be significantly increased.
Additionally, the production area will be expanded to 10,368m²
until that time.

Sicoplan, Belgium:
planning and engineering at benchmark level
The key to an optimally operating plant is comprehensive engineering.
Being our planning and engineering company our Belgium
subsidiary Sicoplan represents the heart of this service area. The
spectrum starts with technological consulting services, includes
comprehensive project studies containing raw material and energy
requirement calculations, and ends with the planning of complete
production plants. Furthermore, Sicoplan also carries out the
technological startup of plants, performs measures to optimize
processes, and is involved when plants are to be upgraded,
modified, or expanded (see page 32).

Workstation at Qingdao, China,
production location

Siempelkamp

Internationality
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Sicoplan team in Belgium

CMC Texpan team,
Colzate, Italy

CMC, Italy: the specialist for equipment
for the front-end of the production line
Established in 1962, CMC Texpan has cooperated with the Siempelkamp Group since 1980. In 2012 the company, located in Colzate,
Italy, became a 100% Siempelkamp subsidiary. Approximately 90
employees manufacture conveying machines, blending systems,
material separators, mat forming systems as well as saws for the
finishing processes. Thus, CMC has distinguished itself as the
specialist for the front-end of the line within our Group.

Wuxi, China: first Asian competence centre
Our first Chinese production location, established in 2004, is the
competence centre for mat forming machines and forming line
components as well as machines for the board handling. Another
mainstay is the manufacture of mass-produced parts for the plant
network. 94 employees make an important contribution to the
Siempelkamp Group at this location.

Blatnice, Czech Republic: gapless service chain and
quick support within Europe
Since 2008 Siempelkamp has been operating a production location
in Blatnice, Czech Republic. A large bandwidth of components for
the forming line as well as products for chip production such as log
feeders, rotor debarkers, wood chippers, flakers, forming machines,
and finishing line machines are manufactured at this location.
An increasing number of high-quality component groups including
the electrics and pneumatics are produced here and expand our
production volume.
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Siempelkamp
Machinery and Plants
The machinery and plants business unit designs and manufactures presses
and integrated plants for the wood, metal, rubber and composite industries.
This full-service competence has turned this business unit into the global market
leader in the field of continuous presses for the production of engineered wood.

16

Egger Brilon, aerial view
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Machinery and plant
engineering
The activities of the Maschinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH contribute the largest part to the operating
profits of the Siempelkamp Group. Handling even the largest plant engineering and construction
orders to most versatile markets is its core competence. Presses, press lines and complete plants
for the production of wood-based-, metal- rubber- and composite products are in great demand
by international plant operators. Siempelkamp’s integrated concept also includes handling and
automation systems, size-reduction technology, switchgear cabinets, industrial electronics, and
industrial fan engineering.
It is becoming more and more apparent that the plant engineering and construction unit develops
into an international equipment supplier for a multi-facetted range of industries. While the central
administration and production is still located at the headquarters in Krefeld, Germany, international locations in Italy, the Czech Republic, and China contribute to the concept enhancing our
customer service. This does also apply to our sales and service companies based throughout the
world to ensure a fast and reliable customer support.

Orders received
The orders received for the
machinery and plant engineering
unit totalled up to € 500.8 million
thus exceeding the previous year's
result (€ 464 million) by € 36.8
million. The sales projections,
which had been conservatively
planned considering the cautious
expectations, were clearly overaccomplished amounting to
€ 350 million. We had been
especially successful in getting
important orders from the woodprocessing industry: eleven plants
were sold. One order has to be
mentioned in particular: Swiss
Krono ordered an integrated

plant for the production of
MDF/HDF in the USA. Its
respective scope depicts our
entire range of products. In
addition, we booked orders from
European, Indian, Chinese, Thai,
US-American and Australian
customers. By the end of the
year we received a Russian
order, indicating the stimulation
of the Russian market.
Full utilization of our
manufacturing facilities has
already been guaranteed
for 2017, which is illustrated
by our order backlog totalling
up to € 576.1 million.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Turnover trend

Workforce

In 2016 the turnover achieved
by the machinery and plant
engineering unit amounted to
€ 591.9 million, representing
a significant increase compared
to the previous year’s results
of € 354.6 million. The total
performance amounted to
€ 450.9 million.

On 31 December 2016 the total
workforce of the machinery and
plant engineering unit including
our subsidiaries and international
sales offices amounted to 1,844
employees.
In 2016 our personnel development focused on systematic and
consistent quality assurance. We
directed our attention to staff
training and qualification schemes.
Members of our manufacturing
facility, for instance, were trained

Managing Directors of Maschinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH (from left to right): Samiron Mondal,
Jürgen Philipps (from 2017 Spokesman of the Board of Directors of Siempelkamp Maschinen- und
Anlagenbau GmbH), Stefan Wissing (from 2017 Spokesman of the Board of Directors of Pallmann
Maschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG)

Business development

in using their competences
effectively in a field job. Sales
teams and technologists
exchange their knowledge on
a regular basis to check the
technically feasible against the
market demands for compliance
and to develop new solutions.
Our membership in the renowned brainpool of the “Open
Hybrid LabFactory e.V. (OHLF)”
exhibits our commitment to
collaborate with the forces
driving innovations in science

18

and industry. This association
bundles the expertise of some
250 researchers. Siempelkamp
has full membership to help
shape and make our industrial
branch fit for the future.

19

Maschinen- und Anlagenbau

Wood-based materials industry: 
Our commitment to perfection

Positioning
Siempelkamp - for 130 years this name has been standing for
highest expertise in the design and construction of hydraulic presses.
We are leading the market in continuous wood-processing
presses and integrated plants and our portfolio reaches from the
woodyard to the board finishing and enhancement systems.
Our scope of supply has convinced many plant operators
because of its versatility, its in-house production depth and its
dependability. We manufacture plants for the production of
particleboards, MDF or OSB and wood-fibre insulation boards
as well as short-cycle presses. Milestones like the production of
beech laminated veneer lumber (LVL) on a ContiRoll® of the
8th generation exhibit our innovative strength. Other highly
specialised tasks are accomplished by our doorskin plant for
the production of thin, compression-moulded MDF as well as
by our multi-daylight presses.
Plant owners benefit from one-stop shoppings: our customers
are furnished with the development, calculation, design and
manufacturing as well as assembly and start-up of plants.

Our performance focuses on the high-performance press ContiRoll®: the ContiRoll® has set benchmarks in press technology for
the production of wood-based boards throughout international
markets. It offers continuous operation to plant owners, working
absolutely precisely under all boundary conditions. Its uptime is
unrivalled amounting to 98%, which are contractually warranted.
Moreover, we support our customers in their technological
processes, engineering and by offering a diversified spectrum
of front-end performances and equipment. Energy plants and
dryers are supplied as a combination on request. Also included
in our product portfolio: board handling systems, finishing lines
and short-cycle presses for board refinement. Plant automation
and industrial electronics, services, modernisation and spare
parts supply round off our portfolio.
In addition to cost-efficiency, the ecological aspect of today’s
manufacturing processes becomes more and more important.
Energy-efficiency is developing into a strategic factor which we
include into our research and development work. Wood-based
board manufacturers thus secure significant cost and competitive advantages, save precious resources and reduce emissions.
Our three Eco-systems: Eco-drive, ecoFormer and Ecoresinator
ensure a high-quality, cost- and energy efficient production.
Another performance is on offer in response to the demand of
international wood-based board manufacturers: Siempelkamp
deals in pre-owned plants, which can be modernised and
retrofitted upon our customer’s request.

ContiRoll® at the Rauch factory, Markt Bibart, Germany

The Year 2016
It was an excellent start for Siempelkamp Maschinenund Anlagenbau GmbH into the year 2016: ten
orders placed by international wood-based board
manufacturers were booked.
It has to be emphasized that the largest single
order we have ever received was placed by Krono
Swiss: an integrated MDF/HDF-plant to be set up
at the customer’s site Barnwell, South Carolina.
This plant includes a number of innovations e.g.
our latest development of fibre sifters, a continuously operating equipment using isocyanate
and an especially precise ContiRoll® of the latest
generation. All these benchmark achievements
and the associated warranties base on our longstanding, uninterrupted research tradition.
In addition, we booked orders from European,
Indian, Chinese, Thai, US-American and Australian

Handshake after contract signing (from left to right): Dirk Koltze (Siempelkamp USA), Bernd Henrich
(Swiss Krono USA), Ulrich Kaiser (Siempelkamp), Jürgen Philipps (Managing Director Siempelkamp),
Roland Kovacic (CTO Swiss Krono Group), Norm Voss (Swiss Krono USA), Peter Beck (Siempelkamp)

customers. By the end of the year we received a
Russian order, indicating the stimulation of the
Russian market.
In 2016, six plant owners bought our innovative
glue/fibre blender called Ecoresinator. 35
Ecoresinators have been sold since its market
launch in 2011.
In 2016, we assembled 22 wood-processing
plants throughout the world. In the reporting year,
first boards were produced and plants started up
at fifteen locations – what a success! Another
nine projects could be concluded upon their
acceptance in 2016.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Business development
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Siempelkamp-exhibition stand at the
ForMóbile in São Paulo

First board produced at Camsan Entegre
in Sakarya, Turkey

Outlook
The development of the economic boundary conditions continues to be characterised by lack of
stability. This especially applies to the geopolitical
hot spots. Important factors influencing the international economic growth include the future
political course of the USA, the extent of decline
of the Chinese market, and the effects of Brexit on
the economic development in Europe.
Besides, we will have to wait and see what the
effects of the volatility and the level of the raw
material prices are like, as they are of vital importance for our customers in the machinery and
plant engineering industry. This does also apply to
competitive- and cost pressure exerted on the

markets as well as the effectiveness of the current
and future protective trade measures.
On the whole, we are optimistic for our business
prospects in 2017. Our success significantly
depends on the expected workshop utilisation
due to our order backlog as well as the effects
exhibited by the efficiency-enhancing measures
already taken. Last but not least our products are
most convincing. Those who manufacture woodbased products on a Siempelkamp plant go for
top precision, highest quality in combination with
a cut in production costs for glue, energy and raw
material.
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Process technology
Research and Development in dialogue with customers and partners

Its Research & Development work is decisive for
the technological leadership of the Siempelkamp
Group in an ever growing number of markets.
Close collaboration with its customers, partners
and research institutes has helped establishing its
expertise in many a field: innovative plant concepts,
for instance, for processing new materials or
finding solutions for handling the available
resources efficiently and carefully.
One of the initial milestones of our process technology was the pressing of particleboard without
carriers some 40 years ago. Today, we set new
milestones in the field of fibre-composite materials,
developing with renowned partners, amongst
others, innovative concepts for tomorrow’s cars.
Hybrid light construction is one of the topics the
automotive industry is currently focusing on.
Here, we can certainly contribute our experience
in the fields of metal forming as well as composite
production and handling.

Our competence in furnishing our customers with
integrated plant concepts as system solutions
constitutes our outstanding position. We deliver all
core components for complete wood-processing
plants from the woodyard to the packaging line
for finished board.
By a number of research initiatives and successful
market launches we shall continue successfully
our eco strategy started some years ago and will
thus be setting new benchmarks. This will open
up significant savings potentials to our customers.
All activities within our R&D work are realised in
synergy with other members of the Siempelkamp
Group. The know-how thus obtained is spread to
other new market segments.

OHLF-Press supplied by Siempelkamp: opening ceremony in 2016 in Wolfsburg
(Source/copywright: OHLF / Matthias Leitzke Photodesign)

2016
Siempelkamp’s process technology
– the benchmarks
• Swiss Krono placed the biggest single
order ever awarded with Siempelkamp
in 2016: an MDF-plant to be set up at
Barnwell in South Carolina/USA. This
plant is equipped with a newly developed
fibre sifter, a newly developed glueing
system for the continuous use of
isocyanate, an especially precise Conti
Roll® of the latest generation – these
are all innovations resulting from our
never-ending R&D tradition!
• The Ecoresinator, which was a tremendous commercial success, was the
template for our resinator variant using
isocyanate for a permanent bond. In response to the formaldehyde discussion
which is resurfacing time and again, we
offer our customers the option to avoid
formaldehyde altogether. Ecoresinator
P is also being subjected to revision to
make it fit for using isocyanates for a
permanent bond.
• The new, energy-efficient Eco-press
drive has turned out a success and has
become the latest standard equipment
for our presses.
• On 22 September 2016 the R&D
campus Open Hybrid LabFactory (OHLF)
commenced operations in Wolfsburg.
Being a member of this association
and supplier of a 2,500 t press, Siempelkamp is part of this brain pool.
• In October 2016 the most innovative
solutions for the automotive industry
were awarded a prize on the occasion
of the SPE Automotive Awards. Together
with our customer Magna we got
fourth place.
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Front-end technology
Our performance chain – sophisticated from end to end

Siempelkamp stands for an end-to-end performance chain from the raw wood feeders to the
value-added processes and packaging of the
wood-based boards. Perfectly designed front-end
equipment is a prerequisite for high-quality
products.
High-quality boards can only be produced using
high-quality particles and fibres. Our scope of
performance begins at the debarkers and the
disintegrating machines to produce chips and
particles. Machines operating in a dry process
clean the chips made of recycled wood.
Our screening units and classifiers equipped with
vibrating, disk, drum and roller screens or even air
classifiers represent engineered, fit-for-purpose
technology. It guarantees careful handling of chips,
particles and fibres. Our conveyor technology is
individually designed to our plants’ capacities and
our customers’ demands thus ensuring a troublefree, low-maintenance production.
For the intermediate storage of chips, particles,
fibres and strands we hold adequate solutions
ready: bins and silos, metering equipment, consistently feeding all downstream units. Suitable
metering bins enable a precise and efficient glue
application. They distinguish by an optimised
filling levelling; particles and fibres can be metered
in controlled operation using precision scales.

Particle mat former

An excellent board quality is contingent upon
excellent particle preparation and metering. Glue
and furnish blending as well as mat forming are
as important. These processes are dealt with by
Siempelkamp’s Italian subsidiary CMC-Texpan and
translated into tailor-made machinery. The result:
significant cost savings and improved quality.
The undisputed merits of Siempelkamp’s versatile
machinery built on CMC-Texpan’s expertise have
turned out to be decisive factors both for the sale
of new plants and modernisation packages. This is
an asset in a number of markets e.g. in China,
where an increasing market demand is inducing
plant operators to have their MDF-plant converted
into a particleboard plant.
We summarise the benefits of our front-end
machinery portfolio: no interfaces, high outputs,
low production costs, and high-quality raw material
thus guaranteeing the best possible final product.

CMC-Texpan in Colzate, Italy

2016
Front-end machinery
by CMC-Texpan
• More than 30 complete front-end
equipment and important process
machinery ordered by Siempelkamp
customers
• Another 20 front-end machinery
ordered by CMC-customers
• Six start-ups of front-end equipment
supplied by Siempelkamp and CMCTexpan to Asian customers
• Nine modernisation packages ordered
by Siempelkamp customers and CMCcustomers already completed in 2016
or still being processed
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ContiRoll®-presses
Milestones in the area of wood

ContiRoll® at Homanit, Poland

The continuous ContiRoll® press is the core element
of a forming and press line and has made Siempel
kamp the world market leader in the area of
continuous wood-based material presses. In every
detail, from the pressure distribution plate concept
to the high mechanical and thermal flexibility to
the modern control technology, this press stands
for perfection.
Since the first ContiRoll® started operation at
Louisiana Pacific in 1985, our continuous press
technology has repeatedly set milestones, for
example, with the annual production volume of
900,000 m² which our Brazilian customer Duratex
achieves on the longest and most efficient ContiRoll® in the world.

Surface testing of a hot platen

Regardless whether it is furniture boards, boards
for interior work, laminate flooring, thin boards,
light boards, or boards with finished surfaces that
need to be produced, the ContiRoll® press is well
suited for the production of all wood-based board
types. Depending on the product, board size,
and capacity, three different designs are available
featuring widths from 4' to 12'. Our 4' press
concept for continuous presses is especially
designed to meet the requirements of the Chinese
market. The popular Asian board sizes 4' x 8' and
4' x 9' can be produced directly, thus, making the
need for costly cut-to-size lines become obsolete.
With the 8th generation of our continuous
ContiRoll® press, plant operators benefit from
unprecedented accuracy of the unfinished boards.
On the one hand, this is accomplished using pressure
distribution plates. The pressure distribution plate
technology, a fundamental Siempelkamp invention,
distinguishes the current ContiRoll® from its
predecessors because it has resulted in a press
that is virtually isobaric. On the other hand,
another row of cylinders ensures that density
fluctuations can be compensated completely in
the calibration area of the machine with the help
of individually controlled cylinders.
Another innovative lead: the top and bottom infeed
heads for the ContiRoll® are made of spheroidal
graphite cast iron – a high competence area of
Siempelkamp Giesserei. The use of this material

results in extremely stable and precise guiding and
bending of the upper hot platen.
The advantages of the complete ContiRoll® press
concept include: high economic efficiency with best
availability and capacity reserves, high accuracy,
short assembly times and quick startups, steep
ramp-up curves, material savings regarding wood
and resin, optimized energy consumption, and an
optimized density profile of the boards!

2016
ContiRoll®:
The benchmark concept
• 10 new orders
• 1 order for a ContiRoll® to replace
multi-daylight plant
• 9 acceptances
• 15 x “First Board” events
• 22 assemblies

ContiRoll® at AGT, Turkey
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Daylight presses
Firmly established in the wood-based materials industry

For decades Siempelkamp has been building
daylight presses for the wood-based materials
industry which represent reliable and high quality
mechanical engineering. Multi-daylight presses are
used when high outputs are to be produced. The
largest multi-daylight press achieves a maximum
daily production output of up to 2,400m3.
Additionally, Siempelkamp offers forming lines,
pre-compacting systems, and loader and unloader
units which are tailored to these presses.
Particleboard, MDF, HDF, door skins, or OSB – the
entire range of wood-based materials can be
produced on these presses. This also includes
insulation materials made of pure pulp for highvoltage transformers. Large multi-daylight presses
with a maximum number of 30 daylights are built
particularly for OSB production according to a
specific Siempelkamp design concept.
The advantages that these presses offer customers
include best thickness accuracy, surface smoothness,
high mechanical strength, repeat accuracy,
flexibility, and aging resistance of the products.
Furthermore, the boards have excellent electrical
insulating properties.

2016
Daylight presses: sales success
• New order: The North-American woodbased materials manufacturer Weyerhaeuser ordered a multi-daylight press
for OSB production for its Grayling,
Michigan, location in December 2016
• Key data for this press: 16 daylights,
size: 8´ x 24´, planned board thickness
ranging from 6.3 – 31.8 mm

Multi-daylight press
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Wood-fibre insulation board production plants
Good board quality resulting from a continuous process

Wood-fibre insulation boards are most frequently
used for thermal and acoustic insulation in external
wall cladding systems and in internal ceilings,
walls as well as for sound deadening in floors.
They are especially in demand for ecological
construction purposes.
Siempelkamp has developed a special dry process
technology to produce boards having thicknesses
between 20 and 300 mm. Still being the only
manufacturer in this field, we deliver adequate
blenders and presses for the production of woodfibre insulation boards having a width of 8.5’.

Our portfolio for board production comprises
specific handling systems including diagonal and
cut-to-size saws, profiling systems, stacking and
loading equipment as well as packaging systems.

2016
Market and productivity outlook
Wood-fibre insulation boards

Central element in this process is the continuous
calibrating and curing equipment ContiTherm® to
treat the prepressed fibre mat. In the course of this
process, a steam-air mix is passed through the
conventionally spread fibre mat. The dew point of
this mix is precisely controlled. Benefits: improved
board quality, reduced production costs, energy
savings of about 30% /t compared to the traditional
wet process technology.

• Currently stable demand in the Central
European market
• Customer’s activities (here: Pavatex by
Soprema) to optimise productivity e.g.
by improving the steam supply and by
internally re-cycling material (being
realised)

Plant for wood-fibre insulation board
at Mozyrdoc, Belarus
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Short-cycle presses
Laminating plants for each customer requirement

Coated board for the highest
standards

Laminated particle boards, MDF or HDF panels are
popular for numerous applications, whether as
furniture products or laminate flooring. Increasingly higher demands are put on product appearance and resilience, and therefore also on the
laminating technology. Siempelkamp is established
in this market with two custom-made press concepts. These concepts cover the entire bandwidth
of the production spectrum ranging from the
simple furniture panel to the sophisticated special
product.
The multi-cylinder standard line is optimally suited
to produce high-quality products according to
European standards. Up to 40 press cylinders
guarantee optimal pressure distribution. This press
concept demonstrates its strengths when laminating
different board sizes and has more to offer than
a conventional short-cycle press.
For wood-based panel manufacturers who want
to offer innovative boards with unprecedented
quality, for example, in the form of embossed
tiles, wall or ceiling panels, we provide the high-end
model "KT 700". Due to a reduced pressureless
exposure time of 0.8 seconds as well as increased

pressure of up to 700 N/cm2, the short-cycle press
700 ensures optimal product quality. The benefit
for the customer includes higher added value
through specific high-quality designs, for example,
with deep embossings or metal decors.
Both short-cycle press concepts are part of a
complete system ranging from the material handling to the storage and packing system.

2016
Short-cycle press technology:
Milestones
• A new order for the intralogistics of a
laminating plant including
- concept development
- supply of all transport components
- high-rack storage system for storing
decorative papers
- intermediate storage for laminated
boards
- database-supported control and
management system with connection
to the ERP system of the customer
• A new order for a short-cycle press
featuring a pressure of 550 N/cm² and
the ability to produce laminated panels
with the double-sided embossedin-register process
• One plant acceptance at a customer in
Brazil

Short-cycle press, Egger
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Finishing lines/Board Handling Systems/Intralogistics/
Laminating Lines
Perfection until the end
According to the motto “Perfection until the end”
our range of services continues downstream of the
press. From trimming and cross-cutting saw units
to packing lines, our customers order complete
finishing lines including storage technology, intralogistics, and board finishing.

Our high-performing sanding lines and our cut-tosize technology support further process steps. Our
sanding lines featuring quick feeding technology,
up-to-date surface inspections as well as intelligent stacking and grading systems ensure quick
throughputs.

Downstream of the ContiRoll® press two, three,
four, or now six diagonal saws are used for crosscutting the boards. These saws are characterized by
their high cutting accuracy within small tolerances.

Our cut-to-size technology provides custom-made
high-performing saw solutions with flexible cutting
patterns and minimal cutting losses. Our saw
solutions are developed as inline concepts, inte
grated into sanding lines or as offline angular
cut-to-size plants.

The Siempelkamp cooling turner is characterized
by high availability and low maintenance. Intelligent operation modes result in flexible cooling
programs. We offer versatile and requirementoriented stacking stations with lifting tables, with
lifting chains without the need for pits, and for
jumbo stacks with the proven gripper carriage.
Our automatic stacking stations generate exact
piece-count jumbo stacks up to a height of 5 metres
(16 ft) as well as any order-related smaller stacks.
Another essential component for our production
lines are our intralogistics processes. Customers
benefit from their high reliability, high volumes,
low maintenance costs, and high transparency in
the material flow.

Our semi- and fully automatic packing lines are
also individually designed for each customer. They
are integrated into the production plant or are set
up separately. The advantage for the customer: the
automatic system reduces costs and increases the
quality of the packaging.
The Siempelkamp concept “All from a single
source” also represents our finishing line concepts
which are designed for high outputs, gentle transports, and high-quality board finishing.

2016
Demand for the entire product range;
innovation: six-unit diagonal saw
• Several new orders – among those the
largest order in the company’s history
for board handling and finishing line
concepts including a cooling and
stacking line, an automatic interme
diate storage, a sanding line, a
continous saw, a packing line, and a
high-rack storage system
• Innovation: a newly developed six-unit
diagonal saw for high-speed operation
• The implementation of the virtual
startup, which shortens planning and
startup processes for all plants, is
paying off. This is reflected in the high
throughputs of sanding lines in Brazil
and Turkey.

Top: Cooling turner
Left: Sanding and saw line with crosscut saw
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Plant automation
For intelligent production

The quality requirements for particleboard, MDF,
HDF, OSB, or veneered boards are very high. Board
weight, thickness, density, surface quality as well
as the mechanical strength have very low tolerances.
To maintain consistent product quality, all machine
signals and parameters are collected in real time,
their mutual relations combined with intelligent
algorithms, and the results for controlling the
machines transmitted to modern control systems.

systems the recipes for the board to be produced
contain all the necessary data. Without interrupting
production any number of order batches can be
produced with predicted quality without operator
intervention.
Another focus of our work is the topic of energy
efficiency, for example, with the drive system
Ecodrive for ContiRoll® discharge drums consisting
of a frequency converter, an energy-efficient electric

This is where Siempelkamp's automation and
control technology comes into play: it bundles
control processes, control tasks, operation, visualization, and system-wide process control tasks into
a highly efficient system. The benefits for the plant
operators include: optimized processes, high
productivity, and top quality whether they decide
for the standard design or a concept that is
tailored to individual customer demands.
One of our key innovations is our software for
sequential product changeovers which can be
ordered as an integral component of new Siempelkamp plants since 2015 instead of only being
offered as a retrofit to existing plants. It is used
when a plant operator runs many different
order batches and the goal is to minimize scrap,
scrap being one of the biggest disadvantages of
conventional product changeovers. This concept
allows the production to be changed to orderspecific parameters without having to open the
mat reject nose.
The sequential product changeover also allows for
the type of resin for the new order batch to be
precisely assigned according to the type of board
to be produced. Based on this, the resin type and
consumption can be logged with Prod-IQ®.
Especially for frequent product changes or resin
type changes, the resin consumption and the
excess are significantly reduced. Additionally, the
applied resin type and charge can be traced back
all the way to the tank storage for each board.
We also implement intelligent production with
Prod-IQ® Next. The goal is to achieve a selfoptimizing production plant which automatically
carries out product changes, online quality
forecasts and control. In intelligent information

motor and a two-stage gearbox. Plant operators
can achieve a high degree of efficiency even at
low speeds because a permanently excited synchronous motor implements a variable speed press
drive at consistently high torque. With the new
drive system plant operators achieve energy
savings of more than 10% compared to conven
tional solutions. Thus, the system ensures a quick
return on investment even when implemented as
a retrofit.

2016
Innovations
• 15 plants started up and handed over
to the customer ready for production
• 8 “First Board” events carried out
on-time and within only three months,
thanks to the commitment and
targeted operational planning at all
locations

Energy consumption per panel produced (kWh)

Wiring and I/O check at Kronospan
construction site Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria
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Engineering
Engineering

Sicoplan in Lauwe,
Belgium

Sicoplan:
Overall plant engineering

Positioning

Outlook

Within the Siempelkamp Group of companies Sicoplan’s services
comprise project work, pre-engineering, basic engineering and
technological start-ups. For 40 years the Belgian subsidiary
has been planning wood-processing plants exclusively for
Siempelkamp’s customers. Moreover, Sicoplan supports plant
owners in increasing their plant outputs by optimising their
technological plant operation.

Technological consulting, project studies including computation
of raw material and energy demand, basic engineering and
technological start-ups: The comprehensive Sicoplan knowhow is the decisive factor for an optimal plant operation. The
demand for its services within the wood-processing industry is
therefore unabated. The 3D-scan technology enables a precise
specification of the scopes of supplies and the retrofitting with
new machines. This is of vital advantage especially for modernisation packages, extensions and conversions, as they can be
realised with utmost precision.

The benefits: optimal facility planning, targeted integration of
existing resources, fast commissioning, fast technological
start-up, best plant efficiency, effective networking of all those
involved in a process.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants
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Sicoplan’s Engineering
Intelligent, farsighted concepts

Strategically developing project and basic engineering work for facilities - these are the core competences of the Sicoplan Team. The Team’s expertise
is utilized in almost every Siempelkamp plant, as
holistic engineering is the key to an optimal operation.
Sicoplan’s services start with the project work
defining the plant concept. Pre-engineering is to
follow. A detailed 3D-model of the plant exhibits
many a detail e.g. estimated raw material volume
for structural steelwork, dimensions of the production halls and the foundation specifications. These
models are the optimal basis for the customer to
decide on the plant design – always supported by
Sicoplan.
Sicoplan compiles all necessary descriptions of the
process flows, consumption and emission figures
required for all official approval procedures. The
actual basic engineering comprises the specification

of the machines and the technical assessment of
the quotations submitted.
Sicoplan also offers detail engineering in the field
of mechanical and pneumatic conveyors, which
are fully integrated in the 3D-model and from
which a set of workshop drawings including BOMs
is extracted.
Sicoplan particularly specializes in precise 3Dmodelling. As for modernisation packages,
extensions or conversions, the new equipment
will be 3D-modelled according to a 3D-scan,
illustrating and combining both the existing
machines and the retrofits. The 3D-scan provides
an accurate as-is image of the existing plant. The
3D-models of the new equipment will be integrated
in the 3D-scan in order to generate an even
more realistic impression of the overall concept.

2016
Incoming orders and milestones
• 10 new orders for basic engineering
• 9 technological start-ups
• Project stage, elaboration of 3Dmodels of forming and press lines as
well as cooling and stacking lines
• 3D-scans of 5 plants to assess the integration of new machines and specify
the quotations for Siempelkamp’s
customers

Left: Sicoplan’s Project Team
Top: Lead Engineering via 3D – innovative concept
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Pallmann premises in Zweibrücken, Germany

Pallmann: Size-reduction engineering

Positioning
Being an internationally leading supplier of size-reduction technology, Pallmann Maschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG complements
Siempelkamp’s product portfolio by another important component range. Siempelkamp and Pallmann have been associated
since 2012 with Siempelkamp holding the majority of shares.
Central customer benefit: production of even more precise
flakes and fibrous materials; utilization of expertise in the field
of recycling, which is gaining more and more importance.
The company with its headquarters in Zweibrücken, Germany,
specializes in size-reduction machines used particularly for the
production of strands and flakes for the OSB and particleboard
industries as well as of fibrous material for the MDF industry.
Further applications of Pallmann’s size-reduction technology
include the production of fibres from waste paper for the
manufacture of insulation material as well as the preparation
of annual plants of any kind for the panel material industry.

Service is a separate business unit assisting plant owners not
only in the supply of wear and spare parts but also in the
assembly and start-up as well as the training of staff and the
upgrading of systems. No matter the field, the company focuses
on quality, performance, control and safety engineering as well
as the best possible after-sales-service, which is supported by
maintenance contracts and the stocking of necessary parts.

Outlook
In addition to the production of strands and flakes of
consistently high quality, energy efficiency is gaining more and
more importance. In this field, Pallmann specialists are pioneering solutions. The use of high-quality composite materials for
wear part production also helps to cut the operating costs.
Computer-aided processes reduce the consumption of electric
energy, steam, and resin required for MDF-raw material
production.
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Size-reduction technology and preparation systems
– always oriented towards efficiency

Pallmann supplies size-reduction machines and
complete preparation systems to the wood-based
material and the wood-processing industries. One
of its core competences is the size-reduction
technology for particleboard production (surface
and core layer flakes). Pallmann stands for a
complete product portfolio including drum and
disc chippers, preparation machines for waste
wood, rotor and drum debarkers, double stream
mills, chip screens, hammer mills for the size
reduction of flakes, and beater mills for the
production of core layer flakes. The company
develops knife ring flakers for the preparation of,
for example, chips, veneer waste, and annual
plants which are processed into quality flakes.
Universal knife ring flakers are best suited for
turning cut and non-cut wood into high-quality
strands used for OSB production. For MDF production Pallmann offers refiners and chip washers.
The product portfolio is rounded off by integrated
woodyard systems equipped with rotor or drum
debarkers.

Against a backdrop of increasing demand and a
worldwide shortage of, and rise in, costs for natural
resources, the recycling aspect is gaining more and
more importance. Pallmann sets another example
here by developing tailor-made solutions for waste
wood and waste paper recycling, for example,
single-shaft shredders and air-whirl mills. To the
wood pulp and paper industry, the company
supplies high-consistency (HC) refiners, pressure
cyclones, and plug screws. Its product portfolio in
this field also comprises hammer mills and double
stream mills, turbofiners and turbo mills. Not only
do these economic recycling machines and plants
turn waste and residual material into new raw
material resources, they also contribute to reduce
harmful substances and greenhouse gas.
Pallmann also covers a range of services in the
field of pellet production (wet and dry preparation
of chips), biomass preparation as well as pellet
size reduction for power plants.

2016
Pallmann’s size-reduction technology:
established throughout the world
• Waste wood preparation systems for
energy generation in Europe
• Flakers and flaking systems for
particleboard production in China,
USA, Thailand, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Bulgaria, Japan, Poland
• Recycling plants for insulation materials in Canada, USA
• Recycling plants for technical rubber
waste and scrap tyres in China, Sri
Lanka, Germany
• Refiner plants for MDF in Romania,
Iran, USA
• Chippers including disc chippers in
Brazil, Romania, Russia, USA
• Straw preparation in Mali
• Cellulose preparation plants in Russia,
South Korea, China

Pallmann refiner at the LIGNA

R&D-Centre equipped i.a. with turbo mill and shredder

Knife ring flaker type PZKR
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Büttner Energie- und
Trocknungstechnik GmbH

Büttner premises in Krefeld, Germany

Büttner:
Energy and drying technology

Positioning

Outlook

Büttner Energie- und Trocknungstechnik GmbH is an established
internationally leading provider for drying and energy plants as
well as burner systems. With this range of products the company
of the Siempelkamp Group is regarded as a major player in the
worldwide wood-based materials industry. Büttner assumes
responsibility for the engineering, delivery, installation, startup,
and the after-sales service of its drying and energy plants. The
specific customer requirements are the starting point in developing
and implementing each plant as an individual solution.

In regards to process technology and plant engineering competence, energy plants and dryers belong together. Büttner’s
strategy to offer both products as an integrated concept
therefore receives the continuing attention of the customers.
Increasingly more often customers are ordering both their
plants for process heat generation and drying from us as an
integrated concept.
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Drying and energy plants
1 plus 1 is more than 2

Plant operators ordering a dryer or an energy plant
prefer decide for our complete turnkey project.
Büttner’s concept to supply both products from a
single source meets the clear demand of the
market.

area are our combination burners for the flexible
heating of our dryers with different types of fuels.
These burners are designed for a maximum firing
capacity of up to 100 MW and can be fired with
natural gas, oil and dust.

Our customers profit from numerous advantages
including streamlined processes, more efficient
and cost-effective expenditures for engineering,
transport, logistics, installation, and startup. The
process control and automation technology are
optimally coordinated with each other in one
department – which results in higher product
quality!

Büttner's energy plants allow plant operators to
economically use waste products from production
processes. These plants are an excellent investment
for plant operators. Depending on a customer’s
requirements and climatic region, we offer energy
plants with a firing capacity ranging from 10 to
100 MW. Our plants are designed for any kind of
scrap and waste wood.

Our scope of supply includes dryers which are
designed as drum dryers or flash tube fibre dryers
depending on the requirement. Our product range
also includes in-house developed heating and
automation systems. Important components in this

Our systems are particularly in high demand in the
MDF, particleboard, and OSB industries but we
also provide concepts for other industries such as
the pellet and sugar industries.

.

2016
13 new orders
– a successful Büttner year
• 4 orders for the combination package
consisting of dryer and energy plant
• 6 new orders for dryers, partly with
combination or duct burners
• 3 new orders for energy plants
• a total of 5 orders from Siempelkamp
customers and 8 from Büttner's own
customer base
• 12 system acceptances in 2016

Swiss Krono, Hungary: The new
dryer for Advanced OSB

Camsan Entegre, Turkey: New energy plant and fibre dryer

AGT, Turkey: Expansion of the
dryer heating system with a new
Büttner duct burner type BLB
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Metal forming

Positioning
When high standards are demanded of metal products there is
no way around using Siempelkamp’s hydraulic hot and cold
forming presses.
Plant operators specialising in the aircraft, aerospace and
automobile industries as well as the energy industry may select
a tailor-made forming press from our extensive range of products.
The mechanical, hydraulic and electrical equipment of our
hydraulic hot and cold forming presses is developed and manufactured by us at various international locations. Moreover we
run our own Krefeld-based foundry and manufacturing facility
for producing cast structural components, electrical and hydraulic
equipment. The presses are assembled and started up by us at
the customer’s site. Our range of products is complemented by
ancillary equipment for manipulating the workpieces.
Since we provide system solutions, our customers may depend
on us from the first draft of the machine up to its start-up,
going far and beyond the latter: plant operators know from a
very early stage that they are heading towards an efficient
production with all work carried out with utmost precision
and reproducible results.

The Year 2016
In 2016, the steel and forging industry has tended to produce
excess capacity. Siempelkamp has continued to serve the
market niche of heat-resistant alloy steels and nickel titanium
alloys for special applications in the aircraft/aerospace industry

and the energy sector. A strategic decision paying off, for this
unit has reported an increasing demand that is stabilizing our
order intake.
It is obvious that our combination of large component manufacturing and major component machining has succeeded in
generating competitive advantages. In addition, our efficient
sourcing strategy has contributed to us launching our products
most competitively despite fierce price fights in this business
sector.

Outlook
The general downward trend in the steel and aluminium indus
tries will continue. Special alloys like titanium, nickel, titaniumaluminium, however, bear further potential for growth, which
will consolidate our order intake. Competition and price fights
are expected to intensify within this industry. This is because
established manufacturers specialising in steel and aluminium
processing plants will try to enter our niche market. That
means we will continue our successful concept of an optimal
production and sourcing strategy.
Furthermore, we will continue to develop the technical processes
to optimise our customers’ raw material input. Internationally,
we aim at intensifying our net of subsidiaries by opening, for
instance, another service point for metal forming in the USA.
Our customers will thus be accommodated by an even faster
support in modernisations and spare-part enquiries. Our Qindao
factory supports plant operators in manufacturing metal forming
presses specifically for the Chinese market.

External ejector installed beneath the floor

Press lines for the forging industry
Integrated concept

A standard solution often just won’t do when it
comes to turning hardly deformable materials into
extremely precise components, which are to meet
the highest demands. Therefore we build press
systems tailored to our customers’ requirements.
Relying on decades of experience, Siempelkamp
does meet these requirements.
Offering a fine-tuned combination of mechanical
components, process technology and hydraulic
systems is one of our core competences. We do
not restrict ourselves to the press alone, but offer
system solutions with all the components smoothly
meshing and fitting into one another.

Siempelkamp’s closed-die forging presses
exert pressing forces between 15 and 500 MN and
are therefore the optimal solution for a number of
applications. High pressing forces and a precise
control enable the forging of complex products from
high-strength materials. Extremely stressed components can be manufactured efficiently, for instance,
structural components or power transmission elements
for aircraft. It goes without saying that these presses
also enable near-net-shape fabrication of tools
and wheel rims for lorries. With our innovative
strain-rate control, which is a precision control of
the forming speed, plant operators can directly
influence the microstructure of their forgings.

2016
Closed-die forging presses
• Following extensive performance tests
an acceptance certificate was issued
for the 500 MN closed-die forging
press at Nanshan/China in November
2016, which was the largest press
ever built in Germany. This project
stands for gigantic pressing forces and
utmost precision.
• Acceptance certificates were also
issued after extensive performance
tests for another closed-die forging
press with a pressing force of 125 MN
as well as for the world’s largest ring
blanking press in mid-June 2016; both
presses are also operated by Nanshan/
China

Press and
manipulators

Top left and right: compression tests with aluminium ingots
bottom left and right: eccentricity tests

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Our open-die forging presses play an important part among the forming presses. Siempelkamp supplies complete open-die forging presses
equipped with manipulators and ancillary equipment such as lifting turntables and quite a number
of additional components. Our presses operate
reliably, fast and precisely, operating at pressing
forces between 10 and 160 MN. The range of
presses available comprise push-down or pulldown designs, two- or four-column designs with
oil-hydraulic or water-hydraulic drives. High-stroke

frequency contributes to the efficiency of these
presses. Our customers produce bars, discs, rings,
and flanges from materials such as steel, high-alloy steel, nickel-based alloys, titanium, and aluminium on these presses.
They prefer to order turn-key plants including
integrated manipulators, turntable, die magazine,
and die-changing system. Our know-how in the
field of process technology is not just restricted to
the forging technology of the press, but also
covers the design of the furnace capacities, basic
design of the production hall, and the complete
basic plant engineering as well.

Hydroforming press for T-piece fittings

Upsetting and piercing press for
thyssenkrupp Rothe Erde GmbH

Metal forming

2016

Open-die forging presses
• New order awarded by thyssenkrupp
Rothe Erde GmbH (TKRE), Dortmund,
for a 60 MN upsetting and piercing
press (ring blanking press) for the
production of ring blanks in June 2016.
The lower cast beam is already being
machined.
• New order for a hydroforming press
for the hydroforming of T-fittings.
• 16/20 MN-open-die forging press for
JSC Forge Mechanical Factory (KMZ),
St. Petersburg, Kolpino/Russia is being
manufactured. This is a single-frame
press design having a total installed
power of 1,550 kW. Our customer
produces forgings with weights of
up to 3.5 t from high-alloy steel and
stainless steel. The press components
are being manufactured at
Siempelkamp’s Maschinenfabrik,
Krefeld.
• The assembly of a 30/33 MN-open-die
forging press at Union des Forgerons
in Méréville/France has been completed.
This is a multi-functional press design,
which can be used optionally for opendie forging or pipe crimping. This press
includes: a lifting and centring device
for precise punching of blanks of up
to 10 t. These blanks are produced to
be further processed by a ring rolling
mill – which has also been supplied by
Siempelkamp.

Manufacturing of the frame for the open-die forging press for JSC Forge Mechanical Factory (KMZ), St. Petersburg
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Our isothermal forging presses produce sophisticated, heavy-duty components for high-tech
products. We furnish our customers with first-class
solutions including control systems for the finetuning of pressing speeds. Our presses are designed
for high-precision applications indispensable in
the aircraft/aerospace and medical engineering
industries. The challenge here is to manage pressing
speeds of 0.01 mm/s in controlled operation,
which is ensured by our own electrical and
hydraulic control engineering.
Siempelkamp also offers plants to be used for
isothermal forging. They comprise the furnace, the
feed manipulator, the forging press, the die heater,
the hydraulic drive system and the entire automation technology. The plant control for isothermal
forging presses monitors and documents the
process parameters in compliance with the certification standards to be observed in the aircraft
industry.

2016
Isothermal forging presses
• The third isothermal forging press
having a forging pressure of 8 MN was
ordered by Leistritz Turbinentechnik
GmbH and is presently being manufactured. Our customer uses the presses
for the production of aircraft engine
vanes made of titanium aluminite.
Advantages for our customer: compared to the nickel-based alloys previously
used the components are nowadays up
to 50% lighter with their physical properties remaining unchanged, which, in
turn, contributes significantly to a lower
fuel consumption.

8-MN Isothermal forging press Leistritz

Open-die forging press assembly
L’Union Des Forgerons

Press frame for Leistritz at Siempelkamp’s workshop

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Our service range also includes upsetting, piercing,
and drawing presses. Siempelkamp supplies its
presses in the form of integrated systems, which
means including all peripheral components. All scale
and punched slugs are automatically discharged.
Manual activities such as the charcoal feed and
scale removal from the lower transfer table have
been replaced with automatic functions, which
means, the plant has been automated to a great
extent. These presses are ideal for products with
small wall thickness tolerances, which are produced
in large quantities such as punch blanks, gas
containers and other cylindrical hollow bodies.
Our clutch-controlled screw presses combine the
specific characteristics of mechanical forming
presses in a single machine type, enabling a wide
range of applications. This is why they can be used
for the production of bicycle frames, rings, flanges,
axle journals and casings, and hand tools made of
steel, aluminium or titanium. We supply the complete production line including material disintegrators, heating systems, thermal treatment systems,
monitoring and automation concepts as well as all
necessary process technology.

Our innovative ring rolling mills have also been
established in the market. They serve to roll rings
having an external diameter of up to 6,000 mm
and a height of up to 600 mm. The raw materials
used comprise steel and special materials like
nickel-based, titanium and aluminium alloys. Extraordinarily high precision is exhibited by a number
of design details. For instance, the hydraulic system
is able to set the axial gap with a precision of 0.05
mm. Siempelkamp has developed the SicoRoll 2.0
control especially for the ring rolling process. This
control system combines the planning of the
rolling process with the control technology. In
combination with our piercing and punching
presses we offer the entire portfolio necessary to
convert a blank into a finished ring.

Metal forming
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2016

Ring rolling mills
• We are presently manufacturing a 400
(500)/400 MN ring rolling mill ordered
in 2015 by our French customer
Union des Forgerons in addition to an
open-die forging press. The mill rolls
rings with a diameter of up to 2,500
mm and a maximum height of 700
mm. The “Universal Cassette Design”
allows the use of standardised roller
configurations as well as special roller
configurations that include supporting
rollers in the same machine. SicoRoll
3.0 allows the exact definition and
control of the ring-rolling process.

Ring rolling mill assembly
L’Union Des Forgerons
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Forming presses
Perfect for individual applications

Our expertise in technological processes and
process flows gained through many years of
experience has manifested itself in our forming
press design. Core sheets for large pipe building or
vessel building, 300 mm plate for heavy steel
plates for pressure vessel construction (traffic
engineering or energy sector): there are as diverse
raw materials and thicknesses as there are applications. This is why we tailor our presses to our
customers’ requirements. The forming parameters
can be set manually or automatically.
Our product range includes hydraulic special-purpose
presses capable of exerting pressing forces of up
to 50 MN for the production of side member
chassis beams, axle bridges and cabin parts to
name but a few. Siempelkamp side member presses
can be designed as a single-purpose press for the
production of side members, a multi-purpose press
for the manufacture of side members, cross members, bumpers, and cabin parts or as a universal
member press. They are used for the punching and
deep-drawing of frame chassis beams for lorries
and pick-ups. Our presses incorporate the complete
material handling system and increase our

Insertion into
the U press

customers’ production output while fully utilizing
the long service life of their tools.
Thick-plate presses are used for cold and hot forming of segments for the pressure vessel industry
and drawing presses, which can apply pressing
forces of up to 100 MN are also part of our portfolio. Both processes can be combined in one
press only.
Siempelkamp’s plate punching presses allow the
forming of plates with thicknesses ranging between
2.5 and 12 mm. They produce high-quality chassis
elements, car body parts, and add-on parts for
utility vehicles (e.g. cross members, gusset plates,
and reinforcement elements).
The plate processing industry relies on Siempelkamp’s
straightening presses for straightening semi-finished
parts to enable their further processing. If needed,
our straightening presses are equipped with several
rams which can be operated together or individually.
Siempelkamp’s pipe-forming presses manufacture
large longitudinally-welded pipe elements for

pipelines. We are the leading manufacturer of
tailor-made crimping, U-ing and O-ing presses,
which work by the A-U-O methods. Unlike other
commercially available techniques, this process
stands out because it boosts the output to up to
30 pipes/hour. Our customers may select from the
optimal press for either of the production steps,
enabling them to manufacture large-format pipes
which meet all the international standards.
Presses for heat exchanger plates complement our
product portfolio. They are mainly used in the food
industry. Siempelkamp’s rubber pad presses are on
demand by the aircraft/aerospace industries.
We also prove our competence in the field of
hydroforming presses. The hydroforming process
enables the shaping of most complex and sophisticated workpieces. These presses are used for the
production of chassis elements, rear axle members,
light-weight frames and of structural elements for
the passenger cabin as well as precision T-piece
adaptors for gas- and fluid conduits.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Metal forming

Upgrades for existing plants

We also support our customers in the metal
forming industry in implementing retrofits and
upgrades to their existing systems, regardless of
the original manufacturer. This will preserve our
customers’ investments for decades.

art by analysing earlier designs with the help of
FEM (Finite Element Method). One important
component of this concept is Siempelkamp’s
Prod-IQ® software Metal Forming: it guarantees
optimal press operation while at the same time
lowering the production costs.

Expertise never gets lost and always pays off: we
even offer upgrades to press components older
than fifty years! Old plants may be converted into
entirely new technical concepts to the state of the

2016
Upgrades, modernisations
• Successful completion of the Durgapur
Steel Plant in India: We received an
order for the modernisation of a wheel
production line – a 63 MN closed-die
forging press, a 20 MN dishing press
and a small impact marking press. Not
only did we upgrade the electrical and
hydraulic control systems of our presses,
but also replaced mechanical parts of
the press and supplied a new press
frame for the 20 MN dishing press.
The modernisation package aimed at
raising the production quality and the
output – successfully.
• Incoming order for a modernisation
consisting of a new ram and a guide
system of an existing 5,000 t-deep
drawing press at TATA Motors, India.

Modernisation of an
open-die forging press

• Modernisation order for a control
system of a ring rolling mill for our
American customer Weldajoy, USA.
• New tie-rod for a closed-die forging
press operated by Shultz Steel/USA.
• Modernisation e.g. in the form of
new cast parts and ejectors at Alcoa
Cleveland/USA.

Moderinisation of a
titanium-sponge cutter
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Thermoplastic forming process
at Siempelkamp’s R&D Centre: in
collaboration with Airbus Siempelkamp
drives this technology forward to
pioneer innovative components for
the aircraft construction.

Plants for the production
of composites

Positioning

Outlook

Fibre-reinforced composite components from RTM and SMC
processes or as moulded organo sheets have become indispensable in an increasing number of markets and high-end
industries. Their advantage is the combination of low weight
and, at the same time, high stability and fatigue strength during
high dynamic loads. Composite materials are also characterized
by their high chemical resistance and electrical insulation.

Innovative lightweight construction solutions are not only
important for the aerospace and automotive industries. Other
sectors also profit from the advantages regarding the material
properties and the automated production processes. The
lighter the vehicle, the lower its fuel consumption and the
more realistic the idea of electric mobility. We leverage this
opportunity as we try to optimally position our products.

In the emerging market for composites we have successfully
positioned our highly precise press systems: our many years of
experience in press engineering and our innovative research
and development activities are the foundation in this area. We
not only provide presses for the central production processes
but, in cooperation with our partners, we also supply the
corresponding handling and injection systems. Our customers
benefit from complete production units, supplied as a turnkey
solution by Siempelkamp, with minimized interfaces.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Composites

Composite production
Modern press technology made by Siempelkamp

Resource efficiency in the automobile and aviation
industries does not start on the road or in the air;
it starts with the manufacturing process. Economical lightweight construction therefore is a basic
requirement for these industries. Fibre-reinforced
plastics open a particularly large potential when it
comes to reducing the weight of vehicles.
Siempelkamp provides the machines and technologies for this manufacturing process: the RTM process (Resin Transfer Moulding) and the SMC process
(Sheet Moulding Compound) are trend-setting for
the production of fibre-reinforced plastics. Siempelkamp also develops and makes presses for the
compression moulding of organo sheets.

At our research and development centre in Krefeld
our specialists build and test the machines which
are intended to open new market segments. We
are increasingly carrying out our work on behalf of
our customers who want to implement visionary
concepts together with us. Each plant is custommade to meet the requirements of the customer.
This customization not only concerns the areas of
mechanics, hydraulics, drives, and controls, but
includes the entire plant with all upstream and
downstream processes.

Rendering of a SMC production line

2016
Composite press systems:
the milestones
• Startup of a multi-daylight press for
the manufacture of sandwich elements
with high quality and in large quantities for a company in the aviation
industry.

2,500 metric ton hybrid press for OHLF – the
multi-function press for the development of hybrid
components

• A large order for four SMC press
systems as a complete system for the
manufacture of SMC products in large
quantities. All components of the press
systems from the material feed to
the stacking of the finished products
are an integral part of the production
lines.
• Opening of the OHLF research campus
in Wolfsburg with Siempelkamp as a
founding member and supplier of a
2,500 metric ton hybrid press.

Positive and negative mould
for the RTM process
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Wolfangel GmbH in Ditzingen, Germany

Wolfangel GmbH

Positioning

Outlook

Founded in 1976 Wolfangel GmbH located in Ditzingen, Germany, has been strengthening the expertise of the Siempelkamp
Group in the field of composites since 2013. The company, in
which Siempelkamp holds a stake, manufactures machines for
the production of fibre composite components. This includes
injection machines (RTM) and metering systems, but also
custom machine solutions for diverse application areas.

Wolfangel will continue to expand its position as a manufacturer
of intelligent machines for the production of fibre-reinforced
components in a wide variety of processes in the future. A clear
trend towards the field of automation and control technology
could be seen in 2016 and will continue in the future. No other
company in Germany offers and sells equipment with such a
level of individuality and development.

The company is the only manufacturer of composite equipment
in Germany with the ability to work with all equipment in a
production environment on site.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Composites
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Composite production experience for premium quality

What began at the end of the 1950s with the development and construction of a leisure-time sled using
the injection process, has become an important range
of products in Siempelkamp’s structure nowadays.
Today components made of fibre-reinforced plastics
such as glass fibres or carbon fibres are produced in
over 30 countries with Wolfangel equipment. These
systems, known for their quality and reliability, are
easy to operate and maintain. The product spectrum
ranges from small gel coat systems, to PLC-controlled
injection and mixing plants, to complex customerspecific solutions for numerous applications. The
aviation and automobile industry, for example, rely on
components which combine lightness and durability.
However, components made with Wolfangel systems
are also used for showers and bathtubs, as rotor
blades for wind turbines, reinforcements in concrete
construction, and in the area of commercial vehicle
construction, container construction as well as bus
and rail transport.

We provide premium quality, thanks to high-quality
starting materials, thoroughly selected technical
components, and the Swabian art of engineering.
Exemplary is our concept for closed procedures.
Wolfangel injection systems can be used in pressure
injection as well as vacuum injection processes in
closed moulds and can be designed with variable
pump outputs. Depending on the requested application, outputs from 1 kg/min to over 100 kg/min can
be achieved. Upon request, our plants can be manually operated or digitally controlled via a computer.
We produce standard plants, design custom-made
products, and, together with our customers, always
search for the most efficient solution. The support by
our committed team during each step of the cooperation is our personal touch.

2016
Clear profile as a composite
specialist
• clear trend towards automation and
control technology
• composite Kirmes fair 2016
• automated in-mould coating plant
with robot connection

iJect touch EP with Wolfangel logo

Andreas Doll and employees at the
display of the RTM plant

Wolfangel
switch cabinet
for an in-mould
coating plant
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Production process with
a finished belt

Plants for the rubber industry

Positioning
Siempelkamp presses and plants for the rubber industry have
been on the market for many decades. They are known for their
efficiency, accuracy, and long life cycles and convince manufacturers of steel-cord reinforced belts with transparent process control.

Our product range also includes multi-daylight presses for mats,
sheets, and flooring material as well as double C-frame multidaylight presses for tyre treads. To conserve the value and
resources, we also offer complete repair presses for conveyor
belts.

Thus, Siempelkamp is contributing a key component to the
service chain in the context of megatrend mining, that is, we
provide permanently optimized and transparent process control
for increasingly better products. A large part of all conveyor belts
used worldwide is still manufactured on Siempelkamp equipment
because continuous conveying systems using belts are the
preferred transport solution for bulk goods.

Outlook

Our product range includes vulcanizing presses which are used
for the production of conveyor belts, flooring material, as well as
rubber sheets and mats with smooth surfaces. The multi-cylinder
press system – available as a prototype in 1998 for the first time
and since then consistently optimized - guarantees the most
uniform and controlled pressure distribution and heat transfer of
a hydraulic-mechanical press onto the product.

Our concept to make cable tensioning and steel-cord tension
distribution control transparent is a milestone in this area.
For the first time, manufacturers of conveyor belts are able to
monitor these parameters during the entire production cycle as
well as control them and can provide a detailed account of the
process parameters. This means, the attractiveness of steel-cord
reinforced conveyor belts will continue to increase.

Because of aggressive competition in the ore production sector,
conveying system concepts focusing on cost control and
efficiency are given priority. This paves the way for a continuing
successful future of the “In-Pit Crushing and Conveying”
concept and, with it, of conveying systems using belts.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Rubber industry
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Conveyor belts – in demand worldwide

Whether in mining operations, quarries, or coalfired power plants, steel-cord and textile conveyor
belts ensure maximum conveying performance
even under hard use and are in high demand
worldwide. Among producers of these belts, Siempelkamp presses for the rubber industry have the
reputation to be highly efficient and accurate.
The history: based on a continuous press for the
production of thin wood-based boards, Siempelkamp developed a daylight press for the conveyor
belt industry featuring optimized pressure
distribution. The press table was eliminated, the
hot platen reinforced, and the number of hydraulic
cylinders increased. This made press operation more
flexible and optimized the pressure distribution
which is illustrated in FEM simulations. It also
results in unprecedented process control and
stability during vulcanization when manufacturing
conveyor belts. In view of the characteristics of
rubber to flow within the press, the improved

pressure distribution also leads to improved thickness tolerance of the belts.
Siempelkamp‘s latest presses and plants for this
industry open up even more benefits due to the
individually controlled steel-cord tension distribution.
Steel-cord tensioning is individually controlled and
product changeover times are significantly reduced.
The electromotive, individually controlled tensioning
system is located directly in the creel and includes
the measuring and control functions for a transparent steel-cord tension distribution.
At any time 100% control over the steel-cord
tension distribution is guaranteed. This paves
the way for exact reporting and, in turn, significantly improves process quality. Another
advantage are quick product changeovers due
to the rotating roller comb concept which has
replaced the fixed finger comb used in previous systems.

Our presses can be manufactured with a hot platen
length of up to 27m. This increases efficiency
immensely and tremendously reduces the specific
investment costs.

2016
Future prospects
• Since the launch of the cable
tensioning concept in Europe (2015)
we have been strongly committed to
market Siempelkamp conveyor belt
presses worldwide

One of the 2 largest multi-cylinder
presses of all times at Fenner
Kwinana, Australien

The direct cable tensioning

Multi-cylinder press concept with
hydraulic belt-width adjustment
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Logistics & Service

Service

Trainings at Siempelkamp’s
in-house academy in Krefeld – here:
a control stand for a ContiRoll®

Positioning

Outlook

Worldwide customer support to maintain Siempelkamp’s
machinery and equipment throughout their service lives – this
is the core competence of Siempelkamp Logistics & Service
GmbH. Its portfolio comprises planning and realisation of
maintenance and complex retrofitting projects, spare part
service, field service as well as teleservice. This means SLS
provides single-source solutions, which optimise process
operations, increase efficiency, reduce operating costs and
make the plants fit for future demands.

Functional technologies, pioneering measures and innovative
power are required to fully utilize the capacities of our
machinery and plant. Our expertise provides the foundation for
efficiency. Our retrofits turn existing plants to state-of-the-art
factories; we know what to do and are on the scene in a downtime or when spare parts are required. Our spare-part service is
being optimised and expanded by the new Logistics Centre in
Bad Kreuznach.

At three locations, more than 130 employees of Siempelkamp
Logistics & Service GmbH are dedicated to quick service maintaining the highest quality standards and smooth processes.
The team of specialists in Krefeld focuses on modernisations
and retrofits, spare-parts service, worldwide inspections, maintenance, and support during production downtimes. In Bad
Kreuznach, at the Logistics Centre for global deliveries, specially
trained personnel handle the standard spare-part business and
the supplies to Siempelkamp’s production locations. Standard
components for plants made by Siempelkamp, Küsters, Metso,
and Bison are ready for delivery on demand. In Wolfratshausen,
Siempelkamp specialists concentrate on services particularly
relating to finishing lines. Our service subsidiaries in all parts of
the world complete our fine-meshed service network.

Our aims: constant optimisation and development in all fields
with a view to making our customers benefit from an even
more targeted and diversified support.

New Logistics Centre in Bad Kreuznach, Germany

Reliable, efficient, and quickly available at the installed base

Dependability, consistent quality and increased
productivity are the decisive factors for plant
owners. Siempelkamp’s field service aims to meet
these high demands and enjoys a first-class
reputation when it comes to qualified field service,
on-time spare-part deliveries, and retrofits of all
kinds.

2016
Service 2016:
A successful year for SLS
• 38 retrofits/upgradings were
successfully completed

First time usage of
high-rack storage
for pallets

• 8 of which are mere electrical retrofits
by substituting discontinued systems
with state-of-the-art technology
• Several upgradings of press heating
systems, which were particularly
popular with our customers, as they
drastically reduce the energy costs
• 1 plant was converted from particleboard production to MDF production,
1 plant was speeded up, 1 plant was
extended
• 4 short-cycle presses and 4 HPL plants
were upgraded
• 8 Küsters presses were retrofitted and
upgraded

Biggest SLS modernisation package to date:
Modernisation of a forming and press line run by
Finsa. Start of the assembly work in November
2016, expected completion in February 2017

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Service
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Pre-owned plants

Siempelkamp also supports its customers in
acquiring and selling used plants for the woodbased panel industry. This support includes the
placement, disassembly and all services leading
to the re-commissioning of used plants.

and reassembly as well as supervision of assembly
are also part of our services. This does not only
apply to Siempelkamp plants but also to the
installed base of plants made by Bison, Metso
and Küsters.

Both the seller and the new plant owner will
benefit from our support: when shutting down a
plant, the customer contacts us to benefit from
our worldwide marketing expertise. Customers
buying a pre-owned plant know that they may
rely on our experience and the provision of all
adequate equipment.

Customers’ benefits:
• Siempelkamp new plants – for uncompromising quality and outstanding profitability
• Modernisation of existing plants by Siempelkamp thus developing new market competences
• Purchase of pre-owned plants including a
warranted functions certificate by Siempelkamp
• Sale of pre-owned plants to Siempelkamp to
pave the way for new investments
• Marketing of pre-owned plants via
Siempelkamp’s well established communication
channels

Our support starts with a plant assessment
including recommendations on how to optimally
adjust the equipment to its new location. If need
be, it includes new machines from our portfolio
for front-end machinery, forming and press lines,
and handling systems. The expert disassembly

2016
Pre-owned plants
• Disassembly of an MDF plant and a
short-cycle press line in Merbok/
Malaysia
• Specification of parts to be replaced
to enable reassembly of these lines
at our customer’s Akij Group site in
Bangladesh
• Marketing of an integrated MDF
factory on behalf of our customers in
Asia

Removing the press table

Disassembly of the prepress

Disassembly of the
ContiRoll®-press infeed end
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Machines & Handling

Strothmann headquarters in
Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock, Germany

Handling & Automation

Positioning

Outlook

Strothmann Machines & Handling GmbH supplies effective
solutions for the areas of automation technology and systems
integration in numerous industries. The core competencies of
this Siempelkamp subsidiary including press room automation,
RoundTrack® systems, and industrial automation are established
in an increasing number of industries. This includes the automotive, materials, wind power, aircraft, and wood industries as
well as machine engineering.

The demand for innovative handling and automation solutions
remains high. To operate presses efficiently, press room automation is an essential requirement particularly in the automotive
industry. This goes for new investments as well as for upgrades
to the existing systems.

"As complex as necessary and as simple as possible"according to this motto, Strothmann's technologies are tailormade according to customer requirements. Advantages for the
customer include streamlined production processes, increased
productivity, and improved quality.

The RoundTrack® technology allows the use of modern production methods in machine engineering including continuous
flow or pulse assembly lines. This system will be used
increasingly more often in a growing number of markets and
industries such as the aircraft and agricultural machinery
industries as well as in machine tool engineering. Even the
Chinese market is more and more evolving from classic production
islands to continuous flow or pulse assembly lines.

Blank loader as part of the upgrading of a press line

Handling & Automation
Innovation in Motion

2016
Press automation:
international growth, innovations,
and collaborations
• Innovative centering table for hot
forming lines for 4-fold batches
• Acquisition of an order for the complete
automation (blank loading system,
press to press transfer system, end of
line system) for a press line in China
• Acquisition of an order for the press
automation for two hotforming lines
for a worldwide operating original
equipment manufacturer within the
scope of a turn-key project
• Supply of the complete automation
system for a hot forming line in the
USA within the scope of a new
business cooperation

Presentation at “EuroBLECH”:
Live impressions with augmented reality glasses

Strothmann's business area of press automation
contains the development and integration of
completely new mechanizations for press lines. The
range of services also includes upgrading projects
aiming at optimizing production processes and
increased plant availability. Three plant areas are
of relevance here. First, the front of line (FoL)
consisting of the components for blank de-stacking,
the timing belt conveyors, and the centering station
(visual or mechanical) as well as the integration of
the blank washing and lubrication systems. The
second part includes the press to press transfer
system which, depending on the type of press, can
be carried out by means of CompactTransfer,
HighSpeedTransfer, or FeederPlus6. Finally, the end
of the line (EoL) racking systems carry out the
stacking process. Together with shuttles, robot
systems, and outfeed conveyor belts, the finished
parts are transported to containers.
Strothmann's FEEDERplus concept is meanwhile
used in eleven press lines all over the world. The
system carries out linear, simultaneous movements
from press to press. Due to rotating axes, the
system can also orient the parts in different

directions. FeederPlus is especially suited for press
lines in the mid-range price and speed segment.
For retrofits on large-scale crossbar presses,
Strothmann developed the CompactTransfer. The
compact electronically controlled transfer system
allows stroke rates of up to 16 strokes per minute.
The sixth CompactTransfer system was successfully
installed in Mexico in 2016.
The basic principles of the CompactTransfer are
also used in the HighSpeedTransfer. The HighSpeedTransfer is used in new tandem press lines
and retrofit projects.
For both, the CompactTransfer as well as the
HighSpeedTransfer, the tooling is mounted on a
crossbar made of CFK (carbon fibre material). The
CFK crossbar features high rigidity and low
resonance frequency at a low weight. As a result,
high accelerations are possible.
In the hot forming business body components with
favorable strength-to-weight ratios remain in
demand. Strothmann is established in this market

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

with innovative automation solutions: in the
previous 15 years we have supplied more than 80
press automation systems for the press hardening
process.
In 2016 Strothmann extended its product portfolio
in the area of press automation with an innovative
centring table for hotforming lines. This product
sets new standards in flexibility and low-maintenance operation and received much interest from
numerous potential customers at EuroBLECH fair.
Strothmann’s RoundTrack® technology represents
new productive transport solutions for continuous

High-ranking visitor at “Logimat”

flow or pulse assembly and intralogistics for nearly
all branches of industry. Due to minimal rolling
resistance, the patented RoundTrack® can move
extremely heavy loads with great accuracy and
little forces. This technology has become indispensable in aircraft and machine construction as
well as in the energy sector. The reason is simple.
The economic and technical benefits have turned
this floor rail system technology into a successful
alternative to traditional transport systems,
especially in the heavy-load sector. More than
15,000 m of RoundTrack® are installed worldwide
each year.

Handling & Automation
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2016
RoundTrack® systems and industrial
automation: high number of
new orders at a high level of
diversification of the customer base
• Large order for a complex RoundTrack® system for the assembly of
AIRBUS A319, A320, and A321
• Resuming business with well-known
company in the area of woodbased material production, sale of a
RoundTrack® system including several
transfer carts for the board handling
downstream the ContiRoll®
• Industrial automation business: order
for a pilot plant for the automatic
stacking of stator plates for Siemens
Erfurt
• Increasingly established as systems
supplier for complex assembly and
transport solutions in different requirement areas

Granted in 2016: European patent for
RoundTrack®
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ATR Industrie-Elektronik GmbH

ATR: Switchgear cabinets
and industry electronics

Positioning
Since its formation in 1970 ATR Industrie-Elektronik GmbH has
earned itself an excellent reputation. This is true for both the
customers of the Siempelkamp Group and those externally
acquired by ATR as a specialist in switch cabinets.
Plant operators from the wood-based materials and metal
industries ask for the products and the services offered by this
Siempelkamp subsidiary. Moreover, ATR is making its mark as a
contract manufacturer providing its services to other industries
as well. ATR’s motto “You’re the specialist for your plant and
machinery, but we’re the specialist for your switchgear” convinces customers operating in the climate and cooling technology, paper, automotive, conveyor, and the energy supply
industries. ATR’s products and services are also in demand in
the plastics, wind power and photovoltaics as well as in many
other industries. In addition to the new plant business, the
modernisation of existing plants is capturing an increasing
market share.
ATR does not only manufacture switch cabinets and control
systems, but also electronic systems for the instrumentation

and control engineering technology. ATR focuses on tailormade electronic assembly solutions. Products for the instrumentation and control engineering technology, for analog and
digital signal processing and interface technology are demanded
in this field. ATR’s portfolio covers the whole range from prototyping, subsequent serial production, if so requested, and
developing and designing electronic assemblies to substitute
discontinued products that are no longer available elsewhere
in the market.

Outlook
Being a competent partner ATR will act as the long arm of their
customers’ workbench in the future thus meeting to-date’s
demand of machine and plant producers. Customer working on
the “smart factory” profile often find an in-house manufacturing
of switch cabinets including all related processes inefficient.
Here, ATR offers another facet of its excellent support: highly
individualised products realised in more flexible production
processes – this is the concept establishing in more and more
industrial branches. ATR’s reference: utmost reliability and
safety, top product qualities and – availability.

SMD mounting

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Switchgear construction
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Switchgear and industrial electronics
Intelligent interlinking, open- and closed loop systems

ATR Industrie-Elektronik GmbH is regarded to be
one of the largest German suppliers of first-class
switchgear for modern automation and control
systems. Switchgear secure power circuits, control
drives, connect machines to the internet and act as
interfaces for information on the current plant/
processing status. A growing number of industries
rely on ATR’s expertise in this field. ATR has specialised in the fields of the climate/cooling technology
and the conveyor technology as well as the booming
field of “new energies”. Here, ATR realises switchgear and control system amongst others for the
wind power and photovoltaic plants.
Precisely defined processes and a comprehensive
quality assurance system are indispensable for the
production process. As early as in 1996, ATR was
certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001. ATR
produces in compliance with DIN, EN, ISO, NEC,
UL, cUL, CSA, and EAC; in the field of switch
cabinet construction its customers may also
request to have the cabinets approved according
to UL /cUL-certification by ATR’s own personnel.
Almost all industrial branches request ATR’s second
core competence: ATR develops and produces
electronic assemblies for the instrumentation and
control engineering technology e.g. instrumentation
or isolation amplifiers as standard components. Its
serial portfolio is being updated and expanded
continuously. Electronic products designed to
customers’ specific requests (follow-up models of

serial production and special designs) are also
included in its portfolio. ATR also supports the
development of electronic systems to substitute
discontinued products, redesigns, reverse engineering if a product is no longer available in the
market.

Blauer Kasten:

2016
Expansion of the external business
by successful acquisition of new
customers, relaunch of its website
and the ATR-web shop

ATR-Team working on switch cabinets

• Switch cabinet production: Successful
processing of projects handled with
new customers, opening up new
market segments
• Instrumentation and control engineering
technology: optimisation of the ATRweb shop within a web site relaunch
to develop even more functionality.
Search, find and order ATR products
– now even more intuitive and userfriendly – even on your mobile.

Switch cabinet XL having a length
of more than 20 metres
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Ventapp premises in Kempen, Germany

Ventapp: Industrial fan and
apparatus engineering company

Positioning

Outlook

Since 2012, the Ventapp GmbH and Ventapp Service GmbH
have been part of the Siempelkamp Group. Their core competencies in the areas of industrial fan and apparatus engineering
add an important product range to our company. As a mediumsized ISO-9001 certified company, Ventapp represents performance strength and customer focus from the product design
and engineering stage to the project implementation and
service.

In 2017 Ventapp will continue to focus on consistently expanding the area of heavy-duty industrial-grade fans and butterfly
valves as well as customer service. Furthermore, the company
is concentrating on increasing the standardization of fans. This
accelerates the development times for customer-specific orders
and lowers manufacturing costs.

In plants made by Siempelkamp, Ventapp products and solutions
can be found in the form of steel support structures, welded
constructions, pipelines, machine housings, and radial fans.
Both companies are successfully established in their own
markets. Customers from many different industries require the
innovative and cost-effective Ventapp solutions which include,
for example, high-quality fans, contract manufacturing and
installation work in the area of sheet metal and steel support
structures, design work, and Ventapp service. It is not only
spare parts service that is required but also preventive maintenance, vibration and curve measurements, bearing and sound
analyses, installations and startups.

Next to regular services for the company's own and third party
products, Ventapp is increasingly planning to offer more modifications and efficiency-boosting measures. In this area, fan
operators will profit from potential energy savings.
Ventapp Service GmbH will also continue to offer its services
internationally. The strong network of the Siempelkamp representative offices throughout the world will play a central role
in this matter.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Industrial-grade fan
and apparatus engineering
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A strong profile ranging from sheet metal production to fans

One of the key factors for the integration of Ventapp
into the Siempelkamp Group was the extensive
knowledge in the area of sheet metal production.
While until 2012 Siempelkamp machines in the
area of the ContiRoll® were designed with and
built from sectional steel, Ventapp had for years
been dedicating itself to flexible sheet metal
construction – a reason to reconsider the ContiRoll® design.
Used in the areas of wood preparation, dryer and
energy systems, industrial fans made by Ventapp
are key components for Siempelkamp. Compelling
advantages include their robust design, smooth
running abilities and high energy efficiency. High
functional reliability, economic efficiency, and short
delivery times are also convincing factors.

Core components of the company’s supply profile
include pressures of over 20,000 Pa, temperatures
up to 800 °C, impeller diameters up to 2,800 mm,
and circumferential speeds up to 200 m/s. Different
materials and material combinations, ATEX-compliant designs, and gas-tight and pressure-proof
designs up to 10 bar also belong to the range of
services.
In the area of apparatus engineering Ventapp
customers benefit from the complete spectrum of
metal processing: from sheet metal, to steel support
structures and constructions, welded constructions,
pipelines, sound absorbing systems, heat recovery
systems to machine housings. The services provided
are gapless and range from planning including
static calculations, to the design drawings, to the
production of the building work, to the installation
at the construction site. Ventapp’s service is establishing itself in more and more international markets.

2016
Strong profile, pleasing coverage
• 12% increase in the number of orders
for process air fans
• continued excellent development of
the service business
• successfully completed 2 large retrofits
with energy-saving effect
• 44% of total turnover from business
with the Siempelkamp Group, 56%
from self-acquired customers

Double butterfly valve NW 3150

Control panel

3 large dryer fans
for large Büttner projects
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Maschinenfabrik

Continuous production

Siempelkamp
Maschinenfabrik GmbH

Positioning
With this company, plant operators not only find a partner
capable of supplying large high-quality castings, but also
a global market leader, operating a machine factory for
subsequent machining of the castings at the same location.
Planning, production, quality assurance, machining and
transport run off in a smooth process – clearly a unique
selling point in the market.
The services of Siempelkamp Maschinenfabrik GmbH range
from purchasing the material to flame cutting, welding, and
straightening, mechanical machining, deep hole drilling, piping
and hydraulic assembly, to the assembly of press component
groups, and painting. Furthermore, the machine factory is the
right partner regarding the final assembly of large presses
including wiring and startup.

A comprehensively equipped machinery is the basis for our
work. The core competence of the machine factory is the area
of large-scale metal cutting. We can handle large workpieces
with weights of up to 450 metric tons and machine them
with precision up to 0.03 mm/m. With our equipment we
have established ourselves both as the exclusive contractor for
Siempelkamp Maschinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH in cooperation
with Siempelkamp Giesserei and as a service provider in the
field of job-order production.

Outlook
Our unique position machining large castings is firmly established
within the Siempelkamp Group as well as with external
customers. We are adjusting to this market situation with
further investments in our equipment which will enable us to
offer an increasingly comprehensive range of services.

Siempelkamp Machinery and Plants

Machine factory
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First casting, then machining

The procedure “First casting, then machining” is a
Siempelkamp core competence used by customers
from numerous industries. Customers request
castings that are used as structural parts for
onshore and offshore wind power plants, turbine
housings, large components for the construction of
metal forming presses, parts for machine tools,
grinding table and mill heads for raw material
extraction, cask bodies for the nuclear industry,
engine blocks for marine diesel engines, or components for plastic injection moulding machines.
The stable synergy between both companies
opens up numerous advantages for our customers
including smooth processes without interface
losses, responsibility for quality from one source
and savings in transport costs for parts that are
often very large.
Our machinery is not the only area specifically
designed for the manufacturing of large parts
and their precise machining. Our processes, the
material supply concept, and our teamwork are
also geared towards ambitious king-size projects.
The continuous dialogue between all participants
regarding planning and programming processes,
project management as well as quality assurance
ensures top results for the benefit of our customers.

2016
Investments to open up
new prospects
• Entry into the machining of CASTOR®
container bodies by means of up
grading the large Heyligenstaedt
turning lathe
• Optimization of cylinder production,
investment in a double-spindle lathe
• Taking over of a turning and milling
centre (Carnaghi) from the Mülheim
location, with it – entry into MOSAIK®
container production
• Continuous investments in upgrading
the facility

Siempelkamp Maschinenfabrik: committed teamwork

Rotor hubs
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Siempelkamp
Foundry Technology
The foundry business unit has established itself as the world largest hand-moulding
foundry, specialising in extremely large castings made of spheroidal graphite.
The quality of castings made in Krefeld builds confidence with our customers in
many different industrial branches.

283-t casting comprising five foundry ladles in Siempelkamp’s foundry

Giesserei

The right concept for your needs:

Ideas and precision cast from a single
source in Krefeld

Positioning
Siempelkamp combines modern engineering technology with
experience and solid craftsmanship. The foundry technology
business unit, consisting of the companies Siempelkamp Giesserei
GmbH and Siempelkamp Giesserei Service GmbH, is considered
the world's leading manufacturer of complex large and heavy
castings made from cast iron with nodular graphite. Our castings
have unit weights ranging from 3,000 to 300,000 kg. In many
machines and plants they are responsible for important functions.
In 2016, we once again secured our exceptional position in
various markets, and impressed our customers with our manufacturing competence and a number of records.
Casting and mechanical machining from one source at one
location, and a solid, innovative overall group open up clear
cost and competence advantages for our customers. This
concept in a confined space is unique throughout Europe. Thus,
we meet the requirements of our customers for finish-machined
castings from one source while, at the same time, preserving
the environment because relocating the workpiece is not
necessary. Our mission is to implement the requirements on a
casting optimally. Our computer-aided simulations ensure, prior
to the casting process, the optimized mould filling and the
solidification process as basic prerequisites for achieving top
quality. Pattern planning, melt analyses, and the determination
of the casting temperature are important factors leading to a
successful casting.

We produce, for example, structural parts for large onshore and
offshore wind power plants, turbine housings, large cast components for the construction of metal forming presses, parts for
machine tools, mill heads and grinding tables for the extraction
of raw materials, cask bodies for the nuclear industry, engine
blocks for marine diesel engines, and components for plastic
injection moulding machines.
Our recipe for success: Siempelkamp customers, and their
wishes and needs, are at the heart of everything we do. Our
customers know how stressed the individual components of
their design will be. From these ideas and designs we develop
the appropriate castings made in Krefeld. Thus, a solution is
found according to mutually defined parameters and the
highest possible technical standard.
Our equipment and our expertise are designed for the volatile
customer requirements of today’s times. Once the raw casting
has passed the acceptance test, it is clamped to the suitable
machine as early as one day later. We do not lose time with
transports! For the short distance from our fettling shop to the
machine factory we do not require a transport permit. This
allows for on-time deliveries, flexibility in all aspects, shortest
deliveries that are in line with market requirements – a definite
added value for our customers.

Press bolster

Foundry
shares and even gaining additional market shares
in some sectors.

Financial year 2016
Our worldwide references and our top position in
the market are based on the trust our customers
have in our abilities.
Once again in 2016, the foundry market was
characterized by overcapacities, combined with a
massive drop in prices and simultaneously rising
costs. The uncertain economic development of the
financial situation in the euro zone and the low
willingness of the industry as a whole to invest
was also noticeable in our sector. In this respect,
Siempelkamp Giesserei looks back on a very
challenging and demanding 2016. Despite a
continuing volatile market situation and increasingly more intense cut-throat competition, we nevertheless succeeded in maintaining important market

Despite the economic boundary conditions, the
foundry technology business unit achieved a
good level of capacity utilization for 2016 in an
extremely tense competitive economic environment.
Vertical mill construction with grinding tables for
coal and cement mills developed positively on a
steady trend in 2016. We recorded reduced levels
of demand for horizontal mills, as a result of reluctance to invest, due to the falling prices of gold,
copper, iron ore, and nickel.
Despite a continuing drop in orders in connection
with falling oil and commodity prices for the business segment pertaining to large-sized engines in
the area of energy conversion and marine diesel
engines during the first half of the year, the second
half of the year developed on a more positive level
regarding the number of orders received. Press

construction was characterized with variations in
development. The business with cast components
for press constructions was primarily sustained by
components for plastic injection moulding machines.
In contrast to cast components for tile and stone
presses, this business outperformed the expected
levels. The series production for radioactive waste
containers, and in particular transport and storage
casks for spent fuel elements, continued to develop
at positive levels in 2016.
The sector of general machine engineering recorded
a positive trend. As a result of the growth in vertical
mill construction, positive demand for gearbox
housings for large and semi-automatic gearboxes
developed. In the area of technically challenging
large components for machine tools, we received
several orders.
As planned, the large “Wikinger” project made a
positive contribution for the ongoing business year
regarding the manufacture of finish-machined
large components for the offshore wind industry.

Left:
Inside the core-making shop
Middle:
Fettling shop
Right:
Three-dimensional measurement

Siempelkamp

Foundry

In the melting area

With approximately 54,000 metric tons of molten
iron our production is at a solid level.
Altogether our expectations on the business
development, which continues to be characterized
by a persistently difficult market environment and
overcapacity by competitors, were confirmed.
Thanks to a quickly and efficiently implemented
restructuring program, we started, at the beginning
of 2017, to head into the future with a better
structure and larger flexibility.

Incoming orders
Despite increasingly challenging
framework conditions due to
production overcapacity in the
market and reduced market
volume, Siempelkamp Giesserei
recorded a moderate increase of
2.4% compared to the previous
year with an incoming order
total of € 74.8 million.
Thanks to an order backlog of
over € 55.7 million, our base
capacity utilization is secured
into part of 2017.
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Series production of cast components
for wind power plants
Even though our lot sizes are not comparable to those of an automobile
manufacturer, Siempelkamp also manufactures serial parts. The continuously secured manufacturing of large components is a challenge.
In 2016 we faced this challenge for our customer Adwen and the
“Wikinger” wind power plants project.

Adwen machine housing for the
“Wikinger” project

70 Type AD5-135 wind power plants will be installed approximately
35 km northeast of Rügen (island in the Baltic Sea) over an area of
approximately 35 km² in 2017. This type of power plant is suitable for
offshore operation and certified. The total output of the wind farm
will amount to 350 MW and will cover more than 20% of the annual
consumption of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania.
For the machine housings, which were cast for Adwen in 2016, we had
to mix more than 8,000,000 litres of sand with furan resin and a curing
agent to make the mould. After casting, the sand was treated in a regeneration plant. Thus, 95% of the sand can be used for other castings –
our contribution to environmental protection. More than 3,680 metric
tons of iron were melted in six induction furnaces for this project.
Not only the raw casting, but also the mechanical machining of the
components is part of the scope of work. Due to our machine works
being located on the same premises, long transport distances are
avoided for the heavy machine housings which weigh 63,000 kg. In
this way, we also contribute to protecting the environment. The largest
share of the machine housings was machined at our machine factory.
This is unique in Europe for such heavy castings! Project-related
agreements with our customers about the necessary quality inspections
and punctual deliveries significantly reduced the processing time from
the completion of the casting to the delivery. Only in this way the
ambitious goal to deliver the finish-machined and painted components
to Adwen within the agreed time schedule could be achieved.

Machine housing being machined

Sales trend

Employees

By offering a wide range of
products, Siempelkamp Giesserei
is an established supplier for many
industrial sectors. At € 77.4
million, the turnover of Siempelkamp Giesserei was lower in
2016 than in the previous year,
taking into account the complex
restructuring measures.
Compared to the prior year,
fewer projects with downstream
added value in the area of
mechanical machining had an
impact on the turnover
development. Total revenues
came to € 79.3 million in 2016.
The foreign proportion of the
turnover in 2016 amounted to
42.1% (56.7% in 2015).

On 31 December 2016, Siempelkamp Giesserei had a staff of
356 employees and 8 trainees.

Siempelkamp

Foundry

Grinding table
being machined

Outlook
The development of the economic boundary conditions remains characterized by diverse factors. In
general we expect the current financial year to
have a moderate growth in the euro zone, a slightly
higher growth dynamic than in 2016 in the USA as
well as a slightly weaker growth in China.
In the previous financial year we laid the foundation for making 2017 a good year. A significant
factor for it is the forecasted capacity utilization to
the newly structured level. Altogether we look
optimistic at the business development in 2017.
Due to our order backlog and the expected
number of new orders, we anticipate a similar
capacity utilization as in the previous year.

An important objective for 2017 is to permanently
and once again consistently reduce the reject rate
in order to minimize costs. Our expertise and technical competence contributes, in many projects, to
consistent development of production methods.
Further development of the materials tailored to
individual customer requirements leads to optimized products – an added value that is appreciated by our customers.

Our stable reputation in our existing and newly
gained markets provides a strong base for positive
development. Furthermore, our product and sales
matrix will provide us largely, within the scope of
cyclical market fluctuations, with stability in the
new business year.
The energy procurement takes place proactively to
meet the exact daily needs and structure through
out the year. By introducing and continuously
developing our energy management we have
reduced our consumption. A continuous process
and efficiency program as well as consistently
implemented cost management will also be
absolutely essential in 2017. The environment
management procedures of Siempelkamp Giesserei
were reviewed in 2016 within the scope of a
monitoring audit and successfully certified
according to DIN ISO 14001. Our energy
management was also newly certified according
to DIN ISO 50001 within the scope of a yearly
monitoring audit.
Stable customer relationships and intense customer
service, useful innovations paired with the courage
to implement these ideas but also the willingness
to invest in new business areas, the absolute
dependability in meeting deadlines, and top
quality provide the necessary foundation to be
successful in 2017.

Expert experience with cast iron with nodular graphite
The demand for castings in the area of raw material preparation was especially strong
in 2016. While a few years ago large segmented mill heads for ore mills dominated the
production at Siempelkamp Giesserei, in 2016 the focus was on grinding tables for vertical
mills for the cement industry. Two grinding tables with special dimensions became the focus
of our activities in 2016.
Our customer Loesche ordered Type LM 72 grinding tables from us. The outer diameter of
these giants amounted to approximately 7,600 mm and the height to 3,700 mm. These
unique dimensions already became apparent during pattern making. It was a sight when
the giant core, which produces the internal shape of the casting, was placed. Despite its size,
the core had to be placed accurately to the millimeter. More than 200,000 kg of molten iron
were poured into the mould for the first grinding table at the end of June 2016 and for the
second table in the beginning of July. Three weeks after each casting the grinding tables
were at the fettling shop to have all burrs removed. By using different machining methods,
one casting became a Type LM 72.5 grinding table and the other a Type LM 72.4+4 grinding
table. The unusual dimensions of both grinding tables and the quality of the castings
amazed the customer. Once again, we impressively proved that Siempelkamp Giesserei is
the specialist for large, heavy, and unique castings.
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Quality inspection of the
machined parts

Experienced in many different fields:

These industries buy from us
The services of Siempelkamp Giesserei are utilized in a wide range of application areas – the structure
of demand is correspondingly global. It is predominantly companies from the field of energy conversion, raw material preparation, and general machinery and plant engineering that order our products.
Our complete package and our production matrix form a stable foundation. We do not only develop
products but also create visions. “Always a step ahead of the market,” – is the expertise that we live
together with our customers.

2016
Transport and storage casks:
stable demand in 2016
• Stable demand for large casks, as a
result of the decision to phase out
nuclear energy in Germany

Energy conversion
Limited raw material deposits and the concentration
on renewable energy have become a focal point of
our scope of services in the area of energy conversion.
Here, it is our goal to meet the highest customer
demands regarding the operational safety for people
and environment. Due to rising energy prices the
required high performance and running time of the
systems have come into focus. We support customers
when it comes to improving the performance of
their systems.

• Lower demand for smaller casks
• Development in the nuclear sector remains affected by the political decision
on the Energy Transition
• Positive demand for 2017, additional
business potential for 2017 expected
thanks to new casks

Transport and storage casks
Deliveries of CASTOR® casks are in good balance.
The excellent quality of our products continues to
prove convincing for our customer, Siempelkamp
Behältertechnik GmbH (SBT), and its end customer,
GNS Gesellschaft für Nuklear-Service mbH, in
2016. Through international market launches, our
customer generates additional potential for positive
business developments.

We cast transport and storage casks for radioactive
waste manufactured from ductile cast iron with
nodular graphite. Our main product is the heavy
thick-walled ductile cast iron cask body for the
CASTOR®, a product of Gesellschaft für NuklearService mbH. This transport and intermediate storage
container is used for housing spent fuel elements
and highly radioactive waste.
The raw casting weights for these casks lie between
100,000 kg and 160,000 kg, with wall thicknesses
of up to 600 mm. With our metallurgical competence
and process reliability, we fulfil the requirements
for the material and microstructure. This guarantees
that this high-tech casting, which is subject to a
large number of tests, is manufactured in a reproducible manner.
In addition, we cast smaller casks for the transport and
storage of low to high-level radioactive waste, e.g. the
cast iron container and MOSAIK® container. Their raw
casting weights are between 6,000 kg and 21,000 kg.

Siempelkamp

Wind power plants
Another product segment for our foundry is castings
for wind power plants. For almost two decades
Siempelkamp Foundry has been supplying cast
components for wind power plants. To meet the
growing stresses placed on the cast parts as a
result of the increasingly larger rotor blades and
the use of the turbines in offshore areas, we are
developing optimized materials. Siempelkamp
handles the complete production chain for wind
energy components in-house: planning, casting,
mechanical machining, painting, and transport. Our
customers benefit from a complete concept consisting of ready-to-install supplied parts, reliable
project management, a personal contact at the
Krefeld location for the entire project as well as
high reliability in terms of manufacturing and
meeting deadlines.

2016
Castings for wind power plants:
successful year 2016
• Continuous series manufacturing including machining in 2016 for onshore
components
• Implementation of the “Wikinger”
project for the offshore market: machine
carriers, rotor hubs, axis trunnions,
subdecks – complex parts weighing up
to 64 metric tons
• Components are becoming qualitatively
more demanding and complex (e.g.
surface finishing and painting of
components)

We supply fully machined parts, e.g. rotor hubs,
machine carriers, axis trunnions and subdecks
– parts subject to high mechanical loading. In
order to make more efficient use of low-wind
areas, it is essential to reduce the mass on the
tower while simultaneously increasing the size of
the rotor blades. This is achieved using new materials,
in order to implement the necessary optimized
geometries.

Crankcases
The casting of crankcases is a demanding challenge
for the foundry. These components belong to the
energy conversion sector, and are considered the
ultimate skill in casting manufacturing. In this
context complex geometrical conditions, differences
in wall thickness as well as an optimal cooling
process have to be considered. To counteract internal
stresses during casting, Siempelkamp Giesserei
uses a special manufacturing concept.
This challenges our competence in manufacturing
intensively moulded and highly complex castings
with geometric precision to the exact millimeter.
Siempelkamp Giesserei takes pride in careful, clean
moulding work and delicate fettling, as well as the
use of advanced simulations to calculate shrinkage
and tension patterns. Solving these variables in all
their complexity forms the basis for an excellent
casting. We also supply crankcases for technically
sophisticated dual-fuel solutions: the customer
decides at the touch of a button whether to run
the engine on gas or diesel.
Energy generation from various raw materials will
continue to play a role in power plant construction.
For this market Siempelkamp supplies compressor
housings and cast components for gas and steam

Foundry
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2016
Crankcases for large engines:
successful second half of the year
in 2016
• Expectations fulfilled only in the second
half of 2016; unit quantities and turn
over cumulatively declining in 2016
• New customers in Europe – new engine
types in 2016
• Use for decentralized power plants and
marine engines
• Engines for retrofitting in the NPP
sector further established as a new
application
• Performance upgrades while retaining
the same design leads to increased
requirements in terms of material
properties
• Restrained prospects for 2017

turbines, and axial compressors. Our castings for
axial compressors have raw casting weights of up
to 62,000 kg per housing half, depending on the
type of compressor.

• Current dimensions, but also new
concept studies, lead to logistical
limitations
• Consistent optimization of our full
service "casting plus machining and
painting" made in Krefeld – creates
added value and cost benefits for our
customers
• The offshore market situation in 2017
and 2018 will be highly dependent on
political boundary conditions for the
further subsidization of regenerative
energies in Germany and the European
Union

Crankcase V-version
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Raw material processing
Due to increasingly inaccessible raw material
deposits and low raw material prices on the international stock exchanges, the requirements for the
extraction of raw materials are becoming more
expensive and challenging. Technically more
efficient and smart machinery is necessary.
Consequently, our partners are requesting
economical but nevertheless high-quality cast
components which can withstand the continuous
operation of these systems. For the mill construction
industry, we cast components for vertical and
horizontal mills that are used by coal and cement
mill operators. Vertical mills are used for grinding
cement and coal. We supply the grinding tables
which, at an outer diameter of up to 8.2 m, have
raw casting weights of between 8 and 210 metric
tons. With optimized wall thicknesses and reduced
weights, homogeneous characteristic values are
required through the entire wall thickness. Here,
we can fulfill the desired requirements in full.

We also provide key components for horizontal
mills. This type of mill is used for coarse grinding of
a number of different ores, including gold, copper,
nickel, and iron ore. In cooperation with Siempel
kamp’s machine works, we supply precisionmachined, segmented mill heads with outer diameters of up to 14 m and weights between 20 and
300 metric tons. We set new standards for shorter
delivery times and projects of any kind. Complex
customer requirements take this type of custom
manufacturing as a given. With our capacities and
our equipment at the Krefeld location we meet the
conditions for the necessary customer requirements.
Casting plus machining at the Krefeld location is
an advantage which offers customers focused
handling processes and clear cost savings.

2016
Mills: ongoing fluctuation
in capacity utilization
• Stable capacity utilization for vertical
mills
• Weak order situation for horizontal mills
• Reluctance to invest due to falling raw
material prices for nickel, ore, copper,
and gold
• Positive outlook for 2017
• A reverse trend can be expected for
2018 at the earliest

Loading of a grinding table

Press construction
To manufacture cast components for press
construction is Siempelkamp Giesserei’s specialty
and a historical process. The business units
machinery and plant engineering and foundry
technology have always been closely connected
and use their existing expertise for further
developing their core competences.

Transport of a press component

Siempelkamp

Foundry

Our products are, for example, used in metal forming
presses. Our customers use metal forming presses
e.g. as crimping presses for the production of
large pipes, for manufacturing vehicle parts, or
producing components for the aerospace industry.
We supply foundation beams, lateral supports, top
and bottom beams, and cylinders for these presses.
The bandwidth ranges from raw casting weights of
50 to 300 metric tons. Together with the machinery
and plant engineering business unit, we provide
progressive development in order to meet rising
requirements while simultaneously reducing
weight. One additional advantage: the calculation
engineers from the machinery and plant engineering unit cooperate closely with the foundry
engineers from the beginning of projects. Joint
synergies are organized using streamlined processes
and generate central added value for our customers.
The advantages of this can be clearly summarized:
•	a homogeneous project management process,
cost-optimized simplification
•	clear bundling of competences of all participating partners
•	shorter delivery times, increased performance
capability
•	shorter decision-making pathways by having
one single point of contact

2016
Metal forming presses: restrained
capacity utilization in 2016
• Restrained capacity utilization due to
project postponement
• Our location advantage – precision production at a common location in Krefeld
"made by Siempelkamp" – continues to
enjoy a positive reception on the market
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Compressor housing

2016
Plastic injection moulding machines
Plastic parts for daily use are manufactured with
plastic injection moulding machines made with our
cast components. Nearly all industries use plastic
consumer goods including the food and automotive
industries, the consumer electronics industry, or the
medical technology industry. Siempelkamp casts
many components for the construction of these
machines each year. Within this product range, we
supply moving and fixed mounting plates for plastic
injection moulding machines weighing between 3
and 100 metric tons.

Injection-moulded plate

Castings for plastic injection
moulding machines: established
positively in 2016
• Stable trend throughout the year
• Good positioning thanks to short
delivery times
• Positive prospects for 2017
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Spectral analysis

Teamwork – practiced by
our Group every day!

“Cast-iron teamwork”
In Siempelkamp’s integrated concept, teamwork is an established
factor: large castings are created in the foundry and machined in the
machine factory – e.g. grinding tables, large-scale components for the
wind power industry, turbine housings, and press components. The
procedure “first casting, then machining” represents a Siempelkamp

Tile and stone presses
With cast components for tile and stone presses,
which are used in the construction industry, we
have tapped another market in press construction.
After the invention of the tile press, in the course
of the technological revolution in the 19th century,
ceramic tiles became a consumer good for everyday use. Thanks to the innovative tile press, highquality tiles could be produced industrially from
then on. In a tile press a liquid medium of rocks is
pressed into a mould. For these presses we supply
e.g. crossbeams, tables, and stands. There are high
requirements here for the mechanical characteristics,
as extremely high load cycles occur during operation
with heavy wall-thickness components. Our cast
parts installed in these machines allow the manufacturing of tiles with dimensions of up to 4 m x 2 m.
Since tile dimensions and designs are subject to
short life cycles, the ongoing demand for presses in
this sector is assured.

core competence that is utilized by customers from numerous industries.
It opens up many advantages for Siempelkamp customers: smooth
processes without interface losses, quality from a single supplier, and
lower transportation costs for the often very large component parts.
This concept in a localized area is unique throughout Europe.

2016
Castings for tile and stone presses:
Development in 2016 lagging
behind expectations
• Order situation lagging behind
expectations
• Reduced demands in Asia and India
• The technical competence in the
development of new components
impresses customers
• Our strength: The finest metallurgy – we
raise the benchmark for mechanical
characteristics in heavy wall-thickness
casting

General machine engineering
General machine engineering is a large business
sector which Siempelkamp supplies with cast
components of different geometries and dimensions.
Our castings are used as gearbox housings or
machine beds for tool and grinding machines. For
rolling mill construction, we cast the roller mill
housings and mill frames, as well as the smaller
chocks, from cast iron with nodular graphite. We
have positioned ourselves here as a competent
system supplier. The roller mill housings have raw
casting weights of up to 160,000 kg. They are used
in cold and hot-rolling mills for processing steel
and aluminum. We also produce roll enclosures
and back-up roll chocks – the spectrum here ranges
from 6 to 15 metric tons for chocks, and up to 130
metric tons for roll housings.
In the field of machine tool manufacturing, our
components are needed for large machines for the
mechanical machining of component parts. The

Siempelkamp

product spectrum here comprises machine beds,
faceplates and bedplates, lateral supports, and
crossbeams. The challenge here is not so much the
masses that have to be dealt with, which can reach
a unit weight of 150 metric tons. Instead, the focus
is on ensuring the precision and dimensional accuracy
of the components, while selecting the right materials for corresponding requirements.

2016
General machine engineering:
volatile development in 2016
• Excellent order situation in the large
gears segment
• Successful acquisition of new customers
• Stable capacity utilization throughout
2016 in the large machinery segment
• Further developed innovations:
optimized silicon-reinforced materials
with excellent mechanical properties
• Decline in orders in the rolling mill sector
• Business development affected by
current overcapacities in steel production
• The locational advantage "casting plus
machining" made in Krefeld remains a
customer advantage
• Transport logistics are being intensified
within Germany – bridge loads continue
to be reduced as a result of investment
delays in the transportation infrastructure sector

Foundry

The central element for the new test centre for large-size bearings for
SKF in Schweinfurt
After detailed technical discussions with Renk Prüfsysteme we became the key supplier of
the structural components in a unique project involving the construction of a test centre for
large-size bearings for SKF in Schweinfurt. At this new location large bearings with a diameter
of up to 6 m are to be tested. Such dimensions are unique worldwide. At this test facility SKF
will develop application-specific, tailor-made solutions for bearing technology. The necessary
service life tests for bearings of such dimensions will be carried out significantly faster than
before at the new test centre.
After discussing the castings for the housing of the test stand and voting, the customer
commissioned Siempelkamp with the order. The decisive factors included the available
necessary capacity to carry out projects of such dimensions and the short delivery times,
as well as the trust in Siempelkamp to manufacture such components with the necessary
precision and quality. The special challenge of the project was the required dimensional
tolerance as well as the requirements on the quality of the structure and the surface despite
the fact that extra-large structures are involved. For the manufacture of the components an
error-free process had to be planned and implemented. The diameter of the housing amounts to
9,000 mm and the width to 4,500 mm. The housing is divided up into six segments with raw
casting weights ranging from 34,000 kg to 78,000 kg. The upper and lower faceplates weigh
34,500 kg and 130,000 kg. The installation of the housing in Schweinfurt as well as the
installation of the complete faceplate set was finished in December 2016. The total weight of
the finish-machined components amounts to 420,000 kg.

Bottom left: Raw casting for the test centre for large-size bearings, Renk Prüfsysteme
Bottom right: Test stand assembly
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Preparation of a large cast cask for ultrasonic testing

Siempelkamp
Engineering and Service
The engineering and service business unit provides products and services for nuclear
power plants, especially for power plant decommissioning and dismantling. In addition,
this business unit has established itself as the supplier of high-quality safety equipment
and components for reactors.

Ingenieur- und Servicegesellschaft

Engineering and Service

Financial year 2016

Siempelkamp Ingenieur und Service GmbH looks
back on an eventful financial year in a tense market
environment. Overall we were able to make 2016
a success.
The new subsidiary company Siempelkamp Behälter
technik GmbH, established in 2015 and located in
Mülheim an der Ruhr, contributed significantly to
this success. With 51 large cask bodies produced in
2016 for the disposal of radioactive waste, Siempelkamp Behältertechnik exceeded the 2015
record in the field of cask technology on an international scale.
In the German and international markets, Siempelkamp NIS has fulfilled its tasks as a service provider
with a focus on engineering, consulting, and
dismantling and looks back on a successful business
year.

CASTOR® cask on the large lathe

Incoming orders
In the reporting year the incoming
orders of the business unit engineering and service reached a
volume of v 68.2 million which
exceeded the company’s planned
target. Siempelkamp Ingenieur
und Service GmbH thus looks
back on a successful 2016.

Sales trend
In the financial year 2016 the
sales of the business unit engineering & service were v 77.4
million.

Employees
As of 31 December 2016, the
workforce in the business unit
comprised 433 employees. With
that, the number of employees
remained stable and, regarding
the employees‘ qualifications,
well balanced to complete the
company’s tasks successfully and
to achieve the objectives.
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Control station of a refueling machine/bridge
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Behältertechnik

Siempelkamp Behältertechnik:
Reliable supplier to companies that
dispose of radioactive waste

Positioning

Outlook

With Siempelkamp Behältertechnik GmbH (SBT), founded on
1 January 2015, a company was established which is able to
cover the need for cask bodies and casks on the German
market with high priority.

We will continue to manufacture high quality CASTOR® cask
bodies on schedule in 2017. These cask bodies are used for the
transportation and storage of spent fuel elements from German
nuclear power plants.

In its second year of operation as an independent company,
SBT exceeded its production record of the previous year. To our
customers we supplied 51 large cask bodies (2015: 45). The
well-versed logistics, highly motivated employees, and reliable
quality from our foundry provided the basis for this success.

Building on a positive development in the international market,
the focus is on intensifying the existing partnerships even
further.

We will continue to meet the high demands on quality – with
long-term contracts, modern machinery, and a highly qualified
team.

MOSAIK® casks after coating

Cask technology

MOSAIK® cask lids

The principal products within the range of services
provided by Siempelkamp Behältertechnik GmbH
are storage and transportation casks as well as
cask bodies for radioactive waste. Here, our reputation is solidly based on our experience gained
from the production and supply of more than
10,000 casks with nuclear approval by the supervisory authorities. The material used here, cast iron
with nodular graphite structure, is considered to be
an excellent competitive advantage: this material
provides for significant technical safety advantages,
in particular with regard to controlling external
loads in the event of any incident situations.
The supply range covers a diverse disposal field for
low and medium active waste from nuclear facilities
as well as for highly active spent fuel elements

Container production: mechanical machining of a cask body

from nuclear power plants. The design of the casks
must meet the requirements of the International
Atomic Energy Agency and the national regulations
of the supervisory bodies.
At the Krefeld and Mülheim locations the casks
are manufactured with a high degree of expertise,
which, for many years already, has secured leadership of a very special market for our company.
Advantages are also provided by the synergy with
our subsidiary, Siempelkamp Giesserei GmbH:
Here, casting is effected in a highly specialized
process at a melting temperature in excess of
1,300 °C. After cooling and fettling work, the raw
cast bodies will be finish-machined and – depending on the actual design and purpose – fully
assembled and packaged for transportation to the

Siempelkamp Engineering and Service

customer. We accompany each process step with
laborious quality assurance procedures also involving
the supervisory authorities.
A large part of the cask bodies and complete casks
are produced by Siempelkamp Behältertechnik by
order of the Gesellschaft für Nuklear-Service mbH

(GNS), a subsidiary company of the leading German
energy supply companies.
In the past financial year we began to prepare the
relocation of the production capacities from Mülheim
to Krefeld.

Cask technology
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2016
Production of large cask bodies
and complete casks
• Good capacity utilization for large cast
casks for the disposal of spent fuel
elements on the national and inter
national market
• Siempelkamp‘s production facility
at Mülheim an der Ruhr is handling
a number of large-scale projects for
machining in the nuclear and conventional sectors
• International trend for dry storage,
leading to significant future demand
• Future combination of storage and
transportation cask
• Area of dismantling – nationally and
internationally – increased demand for
smaller casks

CASTOR® cask bodies
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NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft

Premises of the Siempelkamp NIS
Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH

Engineering services:
Services for an increase in safety
and economic efficiency in energy
production

Positioning
In the context of the current energy transition, Siempelkamp
NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft with its services is an indispensable
provider. The company’s know-how in the dismantling of nuclear
power plants is in particular demand. The range of expertise
covers concept planning, the determination of costs, as well as
the provision of tools for the disassembly and packing of
activated components.
Even during the operation of nuclear power plants, services
provided by Siempelkamp NIS are essential, for example, in the
form of planning the use of fuel elements and shielding calcu
lations. For conventional power plants, diagnosis systems are
developed for determining the condition of turbine generators.

As an independent system integrator we supply process information systems for all areas of a power plant as well as turnkey
environmental monitoring systems.

Outlook
IA NIS specialty in high demand is its extensive range of engineering services for energy production. For the dismantling of
nuclear power plants as well as for the operation of conven
tional power plants, we always will ensure best placements for
our offers. Our solid base: four decades of experience in the
competence to develop solutions jointly with our customers on
how to ensure safe and economical energy production. In this
way we will convince our existing customers as well as new
customers of our ability to perform.

Siempelkamp Engineering and Service

Dismantling
Engineering for the dismantling of nuclear facilities

Our services are considered to be a fixed entity in
the dismantling and decommissioning of nuclear
facilities. Our engineers have been able to gain
comprehensive expertise from equipping and
retrofitting nuclear facilities – a competence from
which plant operators benefit.
Our services include:
•	Compilation of decommissioning concepts,
tender documents, and approval planning
• Feasibility studies
• Environmental impact assessments
•	Supply of passive autocatalytic recombiners
for hydrogen removal in nuclear facilities
(H2 recombiners)
•	Planning services for the dismantling of large
radioactive components and the supply of
remote-controlled dismantling tools
•	Radiation protection planning and inspection,
clearance measurement and documentation
• Project and cost management
•	Development of individual dismantling technologies, such as tools and waste management
systems
•	Decontamination of the primary circuit of nuclear
power plants as a condition for the subsequent
dismantling processes

FSD project team NIS/RWE

All Siempelkamp NIS business units can look back
on a satisfactory 2016. The good market position
in the nuclear and conventional markets could be
consolidated.

Valve housing after decontamination (FSD)

Right:
Loading machine
Gösgen

Engineering services
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Dismantling and consulting (RC)

On 1 January 2016 the organizational unit “Nuclear
Engineering” was integrated into the parent
company Siempelkamp Ingenieur und Service
GmbH at the Alzenau location. As a result Siempelkamp NIS strengthens its market segments
including radioactive waste management, lifting
tools, and cross members for nuclear facilities, as
well as planning services for the dismantling of
large radioactive components.
The order situation is still based on diverse long
term contracts for the operational support of
various different customers. Under these contracts
we supported KET in Karlsruhe and VKTA in Rossendorf during the planning and implementation
of the dismantling, waste treatment, building
renovation, and land rehabilitation of the former
research facilities. At several nuclear power plant
sites our experienced engineers supported our longterm customers with the operation, dismantling
preparations, as well as dismantling activities.

Primary circuit at power plant Biblis, Germany

In December 2016, we successfully completed the
decontamination of the primary circuit of Block A
at the nuclear power plant Biblis. With the modified
and patented decontamination method ASDOC
D-MOD, an excellent decontamination result was
achieved with minimal secondary waste, high
activity discharge, and low material removal.
In three-shift operation over several 7-day work
weeks, the 32-member NIS team carried out a
meticulously prepared decontamination of the
primary circuit together with the management and
operating personnel of the customer. The customer
was highly satisfied with the achieved decontamination factor which was significantly above the
contractual objective.
With the completion of the installation works
regarding the retrofitting of the fuel element
loading machine at the nuclear power plant
Gösgen, an important milestone was also reached

2016
Experienced team plus special
software: reliability when
determining decommissioning
and dismantling costs
• Calculation of the dismantling costs
for current and future decommissioning projects in Germany, Switzerland,
the Netherlands, and Belgium
• Project support for ongoing dismantling projects of different operators
(e.g., PreussenElektra, KET)

Siempelkamp Engineering and Service

Engineering services
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in this area at year end. The startup of the significantly improved and upgraded fuel element loading
machine is, due to the connection with the plant
revision and the refueling, planned for 2017.
The references acquired in the USA during 2015
from the underwater dismantling of core internals
and the thermal dismantling of reactor pressure
vessels resulted in the extensive submission of
bids for customers in Germany and the USA in
2016. Orders are expected in 2017.
The technologies and solutions have also been
taken into account in planning services for a Swiss
nuclear power plant and are the base for the
tender procedure that is planned there.

2016
Emission monitoring:
favourable capacity utilization
• Numerous conversions or new
installations
• Delivery of Siempelkamp emission
calculators to international locations
such as Turkey, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
and The Netherlands
• Development of an emission calculator
as OEM product for ABB for international
marketing
• Certification of the emission calculator
according to the British MCERTS
standard

Loading machine Gösgen
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Information Technology and Consulting (IC)

In spite of the change in the energy industry, the
stable standard business could be handled
continuously and successfully over the past
financial year 2016. The reason for this is that the
services of Siempelkamp NIS are focused in the
area of operational optimization, plant monitoring,
and the planning of dismantling projects.

Our services include:
•	Engineering services and calculations in reactor
physics for pressurized water and boiling water
reactors
•	Flow calculations, partially together with the
calculation department of Siempelkamp’s
machinery and plant business unit
•	Supply and maintenance of technical dataprocessing facilities for the operation of fossil
and nuclear power plants
•	Supply of software for managing individualrelated and order-related dose values
•	Supply of turn-key ready environmental monitoring systems
•	Supply of condition monitoring systems for the
analysis and diagnosis of turbine sets
•	Calculations of the required provision expenses
of nuclear facilities in Germany and abroad

Left:
Flow calculation for the Siempelkamp
fibre sifter

Induced draft fan

2016
Condition monitoring:
service in demand
• Demand for the mobile blade vibration
ganges continued to increase, the
trend from 2015 thus continued
• Services for the vibration monitoring
of the turbine generators, however,
stagnate as the energy transition
strongly influences this area as well.

Siempelkamp Engineering and Service

Engineering services
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Research and Development

In the financial year 2015, the costs for research
and development work were within the normal
scope for this industry.
In mid-2015 Siempelkamp NIS received a funded
research contract for the project “CLIENT Russian
Federation – Joint Project KoRaChem: Radiological
and chemical-toxic water monitoring in the Russian
Federation, part project 3” from the Federal
Ministry for Education and Research. This project
will be completed by the end of 2017.

2016
From information technology
and consulting to research and
development: well positioned!
• Continuous and stable success for Information Technology and Consulting
(IC)
• Successful development and startup
of a personal dosimetry system for the
nuclear power plants in Belgium (IC)
• Successfully completed orders,
particularly the milestone project
“FSD Biblis” in the business unit of
dismantling and consulting (RC)
• Good capacity utilization of the new
business unit “Dismantling and Consulting” (RC), due partly to existing
projects

Power plant Biblis in Hesse, Germany
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Krantechnik

Siempelkamp Krantechnik GmbH
in Moormerland, Germany

Crane technology

Positioning

Outlook

Siempelkamp Krantechnik GmbH (SKT) is specializing in precise
handling technology. The company offers a wide range of cranes
which are in demand throughout the world. From planning,
to production, to startup and service, SKT provides individual
support from one source. To customers this type of crane system
technology opens up individual solution possibilities for specific
applications considering the job site, spatial conditions, and the
load to be moved.

Siempelkamp Krantechnik has earned an excellent reputation in
its markets. Thanks to solutions tailor-made for our customers
and our complete range of services, we expect to maintain our
stable international market position in the future.

As a highly-specialized company in the area of handling
technology, SKT contributes to placing our range of services
in the market effectively.

Siempelkamp Engineering and Service

Special components

Cranes
2016
Both, nationally and internationally, we enjoy an
excellent reputation as a recognized manufacturer
of crane systems in standard and special designs.
Our product range comprises cranes with and
without load lifting devices with load capacities
from 125 kg to 300 metric tons and span distances up to 70 m.

As a complete provider, Siempelkamp Krantechnik
handles the entire process, from the planning to
the commissioning, according to the all-from-onesource principle. This is a clear advantage for our
customers. Thanks to our many years of experience,
we are able to implement an efficient and costeffective solution for every project.

Conventional crane systems
• 175 crane systems with load-bearing
capacities from 500 kg up to 100
metric tons delivered
• 2 ladle handling cranes with a load
capacity of 10 metric tons and 11.70 m
span distance, designed for the transport of molten iron and additionally
as charging crane for the transport of
scrap iron by means of disc magnets.

Top left: Ladle crane 10 metric tons x 11.7m
Bottom left: UF6 transporter

Top right: Double girder bridge crane 20 metric tons x 13.58m
Bottom right: Double girder bridge crane with lifting fork

• Double girder bridge crane with a
load capacity of 20 metric tons and a
13.58m span distance with a spreader
for the handling of waste containers
in the port of the North Sea Island of
Juist. The crane is equipped with a
rotating crane trolley with two lifting
devices; corrosion protection of the
entire plant in offshore quality.
• Double girder bridge crane with a
23.21m span distance with special
design, designed as 2-mast system with
special lifting forks for incoming and
outgoing deliveries of round material
of different size to an ultrasound testing
station in automatic mode.

Bottom: semi-gantry crane for a concrete factory

• Double girder bridge crane with a
load capacity of 30 metric tons and
18.50m span distance, equipped with
electromotively-controlled load hook
and positioning system.

Systems for nuclear installations
• 2 rail-mounted trolleys for the handling
of UF6 containers with the following
key data:
- Lifting capacity 16 metric tons
- Transversally travelling upper carriage
with lifting unit
- Foldable rail bridges as connection to
work stations
- Operating voltage 80 V DC
- Automatic positioning
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Tensioning Systems

Siempelkamp Tensioning Systems GmbH in
Lünen, Germany

Stud tensioning technology

Positioning

Outlook

As a specialist in the areas of design, construction, supply, and
maintenance of highly automated stud tensioning machines,
Siempelkamp Tensioning Systems GmbH provides customers
with needs-oriented solutions for the opening and closing of
reactor pressure vessels and other primary circuit components
in nuclear power plants.

Thanks to the complete and customer-specific product spectrum,
the services of STS are excellently positioned. We expect to
maintain our stable international market position.

The company is represented throughout the world in the
nuclear market with cutting-edge technical concepts, sophisticated and practice-proven products which meet high safety
requirements and contribute to increased efficiency of nuclear
facilities.

Siempelkamp Engineering and Service

Special components
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Stud tensioning technology
Siempelkamp’s stud tensioning technology has
been successfully used worldwide for almost 50
years. Our scope of supply consists of hydraulic
multiple stud tensioners (MST), single stud
tensioners, and small tensioners for opening and
closing reactor pressure vessels as well as other
primary circuit components – e.g. steam generators
or reactor coolant pumps.
Our trump cards in the market are very customerspecific solutions and a full range of services
extending from concept development and design,
production and supply to the commissioning in the
nuclear power plant. In addition to building new
systems, we also modernize stud tensioning
machines all over the world. If desired, we also
provide continuous support within the framework
of service contracts, which also includes operating
the machines during inspections.

2016
Multiple stud tensioners and bolt
cleaning machines
• Modernization of the electro-hydraulic
control of the stud tensioning machine
at the nuclear power plant Sizewell
• Commissioned by Westinghouse with
a blind-hole cleaning machine for the
French market
• Single-stud tensioner for the reactor
pressure vessel for the nuclear power
plant Hanul in South Korea
• Acceptance and delivery of multi-stud
tensioners for the nuclear power plant
Belorusskaja
• IBS of multi-stud tensioners Tianwan 3 & 4
• Retrofitting of various multi-stud
tensioners with transport cylinders

Stud tensioning machine
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Prüf- und Gutachter-Gesellschaft

Siempelkamp Prüf- und Gutachtergesellschaft mbH
in Dresden, Germany

Plant inspections, calculations,
and material examinations

Positioning

Outlook

Siempelkamp Prüf- und Gutachter-Gesellschaft mbH (SPG) is
specializing in comprehensive engineering services for the
energy and power plant sector, for the chemical and petro
chemical industries, as well as for the machinery and plant
engineering sector. The many years of expert experience of the
highly qualified team provides a solid base for its positioning in
the market.

The services of all SPG fields of activity are on a solid base. Our
complex services in the areas of material and component
testing, plant inspections, as well as strength calculations will
continue to convince our customers and strengthen our market
position. The full capacity utilization of the test area “Longperiod creep testing” will in the future, too, continue to have a
positive influence on SPG business activities. Our expertise in
calculations and expediting will also be in increasingly higher
demand within the Siempelkamp Group.

"Testing – Calculation – Assessment": with these key skills,
SPG supports its customers in minimizing production failures,
reducing downtimes, and increasing and optimizing quality.

Siempelkamp Engineering and Service

Calculation services
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For maximum security, availability, and economic efficiency

We support plant operators not only with periodic
tests. We also provide support with the evaluation
of the long-term stability of the heat-resistant
materials used and their welded joints. The assessment of possible damage mechanisms under
operational stresses is also included in the range
of our services.
The specialist departments for material and
component testing, plant inspection and strength
calculation work synergistically and use their
interface potentials, increasingly more often also
within the Siempelkamp Group. This permits an
integrated approach to the assessment of the
actual condition and the forecast of the service life
of the plants.

2016
Plant inspection of a refinery – Core competence of SPG

Plant inspections, calculations, and
testing: the milestones
• Ten orders to inspect plant downtimes
and shutdowns of nuclear power
plants, chemical plants, and refineries
• Numerous inspections and material
certifications for our existing customer
MiRO Mineralölraffinerie Oberrhein in
Karlsruhe
• Continued high demand for our creep
test laboratory from customers in
Germany and abroad
• Successful completion of several
component analyses for nuclear power
plants
• For the first time, calculations of structural components from railcar bodies
for railway technology suppliers

Inspection team
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G. Siempelkamp GmbH & Co. KG
Machinery and Plants

Engineering
Engineering

Machines
Handling
Machines && Handling

Sicoplan N.V.
Belgium

W. Strothmann GmbH
Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock, Germany

Siempelkamp Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Krefeld, Germany

ATR Industrie-Elektronik GmbH
Krefeld, Germany

Hombak Maschinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH
Bad Kreuznach, Germany

Logistics & Service

Wolfangel GmbH
Ditzingen, Germany

Siempelkamp Logistics & Service GmbH
Bad Kreuznach, Germany

Sales companies/
Representatives

Maschinen- und Anlagenbau

Siempelkamp Maschinen- und Anlagenbau GmbH
Krefeld, Germany

Büttner Energie- und
Trocknungstechnik GmbH
Krefeld, Germany

CMC S.r.I.
Italy

Pallmann Maschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG
Zweibrücken, Germany

Maschinenfabrik

Australia

Siempelkamp Pty Ltd.

Brazil

Siempelkamp do Brasil Ltda.
Siempelkamp (Qingdao) Machinery & Equipment
Co. Ltd., China

Siempelkamp L.P.
USA

Siempelkamp Pte Ltd.
Singapore

China

Siempelkamp (Wuxi)
Machinery Manufacturing Ltd., Beijing

France

Siempelkamp France Sarl
Siempelkamp (Wuxi) Machinery Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., China

Siempelkamp CZ s. r. o.
Czech Republic

Siempelkamp India Pvt. Ltd.
India

Russia

Siempelkamp Moscow

Belarus

Siempelkamp BEL

Spain

Ventilatoren – Apparatebau
Kempen, Germany

Prüf- und Gutachter-Gesellschaft

Krantechnik

Siempelkamp Prüf- und Gutachter-Gesellschaft mbH
Dresden, Germany

Siempelkamp Krantechnik GmbH
Moormerland, Germany

Siempelkamp Barcelona

Turkey

Siempelkamp Istanbul

Foundry
Giesserei

Giesserei Service

Siempelkamp Giesserei GmbH
Krefeld, Germany

Siempelkamp Giesserei Service GmbH
Krefeld, Germany

Engineering and Service
NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft

Ingenieur und Service

Behältertechnik

Siempelkamp NIS Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH
Alzenau, Dresden, Essen and Rheinsberg, Germany

Siempelkamp Ingenieur und Service GmbH
Krefeld, Germany

Siempelkamp Behältertechnik GmbH
Mülheim a. d. Ruhr, Germany

Tensioning Systems

MSDG

Siempelkamp Tensioning Systems GmbH
Lünen, Germany

Siempelkamp MSDG S.A.S.
France
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